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Foreword
The FAA’s NextGen effort has reached a tipping point as thousands
of pilots and air traffic controllers experience the benefits of a new
surveillance and broadcast system that enhances air traffic control. The
FAA completed its baseline installation of more than 630 Automatic Dependent
Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) ground radio stations in 2014. We now have
ADS-B coverage nationwide, including remote areas where radar coverage was
limited, such as the Gulf of Mexico, mountainous areas in Colorado and lowaltitude airspace in Alaska.
In addition, the FAA has integrated ADS-B with its automation platforms,
including En Route Automation Modernization and the Standard Terminal
Automation Replacement System. ADS-B is operational at 17 of 24 en route
sites and 60 of 159 terminal locations. We will complete terminal integration
in 2019, in concert with our terminal automation system upgrades. En route
integration will be completed by 2015.
As part of an effort to achieve global interoperability, the FAA worked
with our European, Canadian and Australian partners on standards for ADS-B,
and we’re seeing that Iceland, Singapore, Hong Kong, Vietnam and others
are adopting ADS-B technology. This helps to drive ADS-B avionics equipage.
More than 4,000 aircraft in the USA have already been equipped with ADS-B
Out, which broadcasts an aircraft’s position, in advance of the 2020 mandated
deadline. More than two-thirds of aircraft equipped are using a 1090MHz
transponder with extended squitter. These transponders broadcast aircraft
position derived from GPS. The other one-third are using Universal Access
Transceivers (UAT), which are tailored for the needs of general aviation pistonpowered aircraft operating below 18,000ft. Pilots of aircraft equipped with
either 1090 or UAT are able to see other air traffic nearby on cockpit displays
using ADS-B In. We encourage aircraft owners to equip soon to take advantage
of NextGen benefits.
ADS-B In makes it possible for pilots to receive traffic and weather
information. The FAA has heard from a few general aviation pilots that
ADS-B In helped them avoid what would likely have been a mid-air collision
with another general aviation aircraft.
Pilots of aircraft equipped with UAT ADS-B In capability can receive
graphical weather, weather warnings and flight information data on a certified
cockpit display or on a non-certified laptop computer. Weather data is not
available on the 1090MHz frequency due to bandwidth limitations. Pilots of
general aviation aircraft equipped with ADS-B Out will be able to display traffic
information on non-certified laptop computers for advisory purposes.
At the EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2014 airshow, several general aviation pilots
told the FAA that the traffic and weather information they receive with ADS-B
In is very helpful, even “phenomenal”. “ADS-B makes flying so much safer,”
said an operator of a Cessna 182, who flies in the Chicago area.
Now that the FAA has established nationwide ADS-B coverage, we look
forward to greater safety and efficiency as more aircraft are equipped and we
continue to improve its capabilities.
Vincent Capezzuto, director of Air Traffic Systems in the Air Traffic Organization’s Program
Management Organization, FAA

West Midlands, WV13 3XT

The FAA’s Michael Whitaker discusses NextGen’s latest developments on page 6
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NEXTGEN

NEXTGEN:
2015 AND
BEYOND
In 2015, the aviation industry will
begin to see dramatic results as
various NextGen components come
together to provide new functions
Michael Whitaker, FAA deputy administrator
The FAA is nearing a pivotal milestone: by the end of
the US fiscal year 2015 (September 2015), we expect
to complete the first set of operational improvements
for NextGen, establishing its foundational infrastructure. This
build-out adds potential that does not exist today, making it
possible for NextGen benefits to be realized across the USA.
This platform will enable the industry to run new
applications with new air traffic capabilities. We have already
deployed some capabilities while some are still in the testing
phase. Others are in the research pipeline at the FAA William
J Hughes Technical Center in Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Foundational NextGen programs
The FAA’s approach to airspace modernization includes a much
needed upgrade of the basic hardware and software systems
that allow the airspace to be controlled.
Foundational programs include En Route Automation
Modernization (ERAM), Terminal Automation Modernization
and Replacement (TAMR), and Advanced Technologies and
Oceanic Procedures (ATOP).
ERAM. The modernization of the computer systems used by
air traffic controllers is critical to enabling NextGen operations,
and multiyear efforts are now coming to fruition. ERAM is a
next-generation computer system being deployed to the FAA’s
network of en route centers, which control high-altitude traffic.
The scalable automation system serves as the platform upon
which NextGen capabilities such as data sharing, digital
communications and trajectory-based operations will reside.
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By the end of FY 2015, the En Route
Automation Modernization (ERAM) program
will be operating at all 20 en route centers
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PAINTING THE NAS GREEN
NextGen will also accelerate efforts to improve the aviation industry’s
environmental and energy performance to sustain growth and create opportunities
for added capacity. The agency has already provided airlines with substantial fuel
savings at many airports in major metropolitan areas and elsewhere in the USA
with performance-based navigation (PBN) procedures, such as area navigation
(RNAV) standard terminal arrivals featuring optimized profile descents (OPDs).
There were 263 RNAV standard terminal arrivals in operational use as of May 29,
2014, and the FAA plans to publish more through 2015 and beyond.
By 2013, for example, Denver’s complex airspace had transformed into one of
the country’s most operational PBN networks with more precise navigation that
enables optimal routing through all phases of flight, unconstrained by groundbased navigation aids. Stakeholders are daily reaping NextGen’s benefits, which
include reduced delays, fuel consumption and aircraft exhaust emissions.
The FAA estimates that the new STARS and RNAV standard instrument
departure satellite-based procedures will save aircraft operators US$4m annually
by allowing them to consume 1.3 million gallons less fuel.
Denver Mayor Michael B Hancock said NextGen is certainly helping to reduce
the environmental challenges that might be presented by aircraft flying in and out
of the Denver region.
Other green benefits in the works for propulsion technology promise benefits
in the years after 2015. A major NextGen initiative, Continuous Lower Energy
Emissions and Noise (CLEEN), is a cost-sharing program with industry that

helps accelerate the development and certification of new engine and airframe
technologies and drop-in alternative jet fuels. The FAA expects that successfully
demonstrated CLEEN technologies, such as a lean combustor technology that
will reduce engine combustion emissions, will enter into service as early as 2016.
Additionally, the FAA expects the effort to create drop-in alternative jet
fuels, aided by the government-industry Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels
Initiative, will soon meet some civil jet fuel supply needs. Drop-in fuels will provide
improved environmental performance without compromising safety or requiring
changes in aircraft, engines or fuel-supply infrastructure. The target is to have
one billion gallons of alternative jet fuel in use by 2018.
The FAA expects continued growth of alternative jet fuels and improved air
quality, as well as a reduction in carbon dioxide emissions. These improvements
will help the industry progress toward its goal of carbon-neutral growth by 2020,
using 2005 as the baseline.
The FAA also continues to strive to decrease the number of people exposed
to significant noise by fleet evolution and operational improvements, such as
new procedures that smooth out an aircraft’s approach from the beginning of its
descent to touchdown. These procedures reduce noise, aircraft exhaust emissions
and fuel burn in the vicinity of airports. Operational improvements, along with
emerging aircraft noise reduction technology, will help us achieve our goal of
fewer than 300,000 people exposed to significant noise by 2018. Such noise
is defined as a day-night average sound level of 65dB.

ERAM is expected to be operational nationwide by March
2015. Future ERAM upgrades will provide enabling technology
for future NextGen capabilities.
TAMR. This is unifying the tools controllers use to obtain a
complete picture of the airspace immediately around major
airports. The TAMR effort involves implementing the Standard
Terminal Automation Replacement System (STARS) at over 150
terminal radar approach control (TRACON) facilities throughout
the USA. Kalamazoo TRACON (Michigan) and Allentown
TRACON (Pennsylvania) upgraded to STARS earlier this year
and the FAA will be deploying STARS at Dallas TRACON in
2014 to handle some of the busiest airspace in the USA.

Above & inset: The Advanced Technologies and Oceanic Procedures (ATOP) system installed at the FAA’s William J Hughes Technical Center
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Above: The movement to the next generation of aviation is being enabled by a shift to smarter, satellite-based and digital technologies and new procedures that combine to make air travel more
convenient, predictable and environmentally friendly. The above illustration highlights how the NextGen program is playing a part and how it will progress over the next few years

The new STARS hardware and software package fuses
surveillance and flight plan information. Controllers will have
access to optional efficiency tools, such as minimum distance
lines between aircraft and projected tracklines that show where
aircraft will be in one, two or three minutes.
The FAA expects the 11 TRACONs that process 80% of US air
traffic to have STARS by August 2016. Facilities that were early
adopters of STARS will receive hardware and software upgrades
by August 2019. All other towers will receive new hardware and
software by February 2020.
ATOP. The FAA has also upgraded its ATOP system, which
is used to control traffic in oceanic airspace, to accommodate
new NextGen capabilities. ATOP provides controllers with
information on each aircraft’s operational capability, its exact
location, its intended flight path and any potential future
conflicts up to two hours into the future. Upgrades to the system
will enable recently tested NextGen procedures to go operational
over the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
ATOP also gives pilots flexibility to sidestep prescribed
oceanic flight lanes and fly customized, user-preferred routes
and altitudes. User-preferred lanes often offer more direct
routing, more favorable winds or higher altitudes where colder
temperatures allow jet engines to burn less fuel.
The FAA is also developing a NextGen capability, known
as In-Trail Procedures (ITP), that will give properly equipped
aircraft a better opportunity to change altitude in oceanic

airspace. This is possible because as aircraft move from one
altitude to another, ITP evaluation allows reduced separation
at intervening altitudes.
Delta Air Lines is a fan of ITP’s potential. The airline
participated in a year-long ITP trial over the Atlantic Ocean
that concluded in December 2013. Delta equipped three of its
Boeing 767 extended range aircraft for the effort. The airline’s
chief technical pilot, Mark Bradley, has described ITP as an
excellent situational awareness tool.

Transformational NextGen programs
Beyond foundational programs, the FAA is also reshaping the
US National Airspace System (NAS) with new initiatives.
Transformational programs include: Automatic Dependent
Surveillance – Broadcast (ADS-B); data communications (data
comm); NAS Voice System (NVS); and System Wide Information
Management (SWIM).
ADS-B for air carriers and general aviation. ADS-B uses GPS
signals to determine an aircraft’s location. Aircraft avionics
transmit the position information, speed and other data to other
properly equipped aircraft and to a network of ground receivers.
These ground stations, in turn, relay position information to
controller screens and cockpit displays on aircraft equipped
with ADS-B In avionics. The technology enables pilots to see
what controllers see – other aircraft in the sky around them.
This improves situational awareness for pilots and enhances
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MINIMIZING DELAYS AT NEWARK LIBERTY
Time-based flow management (TBFM) is a decisionsupport tool that predicts that three flights
heading to Newark Liberty International Airport in
New Jersey will all get to the airspace boundary
between New York Center and New York TRACON
at 11:00am. TBFM determines that flight one
should still arrive at 11:00am, but that flight two
should arrive at 11:05am and flight three at 11:10am.
The center controllers then delay flights two and
three by a few minutes, which they can do by
assigning them a slower speed or different altitude.
Time-based metering is more effective the more airspace that is available.
When an airport is close to its center’s airspace boundary, controllers don’t have
as much time or airspace to meet the scheduled times of arrival. Therefore, the
FAA has extended the capability beyond a single center’s airspace, enabling
controllers from adjacent centers to meter aircraft bound for the arrival airport.
Adjacent center metering (ACM) increases the time and airspace controllers
have to maneuver aircraft to meet their scheduled times of arrival, and expands

safety. ADS-B also provides aircraft location information in
remote areas where radar coverage is not available, such as
some areas of Alaska and the Gulf of Mexico.
In April 2014, the FAA completed its US nationwide
deployment of 634 ADS-B ground stations. As of April 2014,
100 air traffic facilities across the USA were using this system
to separate traffic, and by 2019, all 230 facilities will be doing
so. The installation of this radio network is allowing air traffic
controllers to begin using ADS-B to separate equipped aircraft
nationwide. It also provides pilots of properly equipped aircraft
with traffic, weather and other flight information. This includes
a growing number of piston-powered general aviation aircraft
equipped to receive ADS-B.

the benefits of time-based metering to aircraft that
are farther away from the arrival airport.
This is the case for Newark. As the airport is
close to New York Center’s airspace boundary,
controllers don’t have enough airspace to
achieve scheduled times of arrival. However,
with ACM, introduced at Newark in 2008,
controllers from New York, Boston, Cleveland
and Washington centers now meter all aircraft
bound to Newark in one synchronized, organized
flow. In addition, because of the traffic demands
placed on Newark at some peak periods, controllers begin maneuvering
aircraft to meet these scheduled times of arrival while the aircraft are still
nearly 400 miles away.
Aircraft flying in high altitude airspace burn less fuel and emit less exhaust
emissions, making this procedure good news for the airlines and the environment.
A more predictable system means fewer delays and that is good news for
passengers everywhere.

Bertapelle said that ADS-B also enabled JetBlue to travel from
San Francisco to Fort Lauderdale in less time than a competitor
whose aircraft departed the West Coast at about the same time.
ADS-B in the Gulf of Mexico. The FAA, in collaboration with
Mexican Airspace Navigation Services, will soon fill a gap
in ADS-B coverage over the Gulf of Mexico. Current ADS-B
coverage stops about 200 nautical miles short of the Yucatán
Peninsula. That will change in September 2016, when the FAA
installs three ground stations in Mexico.
As part of its nationwide rollout of ADS-B, the FAA has
already deployed 12 ground stations on offshore oil platforms in
the Gulf. Coupled with nine ground stations along the US Gulf
coast, the stations extend ADS-B coverage well into the Gulf.
The new ground stations in Mexico
will benefit aircraft flying over the
Gulf between the USA and the Yucatán
Peninsula, making 5 nautical miles
separation of aircraft possible where
100 nautical miles is now required.
The FAA estimates the expansion
will result in nearly US$70m in savings
annually for operators because of
increased flights over the Gulf along the
US-Mexican airspace boundary. Increased
capacity will reduce delays during peak
periods, saving aircraft direct operating
costs and passenger time.
Data comm. Pilots, flight dispatchers, controllers and airline
operations centers will communicate electronically using digital
messages as we rely less on voice communications. Data comm
will reduce the potential for miscommunication as controllers
send digital messages direct to each aircraft rather than
communicating over crowded radio frequencies.
United Airlines was the first carrier to agree to equip its
aircraft with data comm avionics under an incentive program.
Six other carriers followed suit. The commitment from the seven
carriers covers equipage of 1,600 aircraft – 85% of the FAA’s
avionics equipage goal of 1,900 aircraft. United alone plans to
equip nearly 400 aircraft over the next six years with avionics
that will provide controller-pilot digital communications.

The FAA expects the 11
TRACONs that process 80%
of US air traffic to have
STARS by August 2016
Airlines are also beginning to take advantage of ADS-B
as they comply with the FAA mandate to outfit aircraft with
the positioning technology by the year 2020. Equipage will
likely result in savings of flight time, fuel and aircraft exhaust
emissions as illustrated by JetBlue Airways’ experience of ADS-B
over the Gulf of Mexico.
JetBlue equipped 35 Airbus A320s with ADS-B Out in
summer 2013. On flights around bad weather between Florida
and California, the airline was able to fly more efficient routes
with ADS-B than without. On the first try using ADS-B, a JetBlue
aircraft shortened its route to Fort Lauderdale by 100 nautical
miles while avoiding a line of thunderstorms, according to Joe
Bertapelle, director of strategic airspace programs at the airline.
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United’s senior vice president of flight operations,
Howard Attarian, said the airline is excited to be at
the forefront of this transition to a new era in air travel.
He emphasized that the digital technology improves
airspace efficiencies and reduces emissions and costs.
The FAA expects to begin using data comm to
deliver airport departure clearance services in 2016.
The agency plans to continue adding data comm
capabilities, making services available in en route
airspace starting in 2019. An initial set of en route
capabilities planned for implementation in 2019 will
enable controllers to use data comm to provide altitude
changes, as well as issue in-flight reroutes and more
complex clearances.
The FAA’s data comm departure clearance trials at
Memphis and Newark airports are coming along very
well. As of April, Memphis was conducting as many
as 80 data comm-supported operations a day; Newark
was conducting as many as 30 and growing. The FAA’s
airline partners include United, FedEx, UPS, British
Airways, Lufthansa and Scandinavian Airlines. With the
issuance of revised clearances, the FAA is already seeing
reduced communications time, faster taxi outs, fewer delays
and reduced pilot and controller workload.
Future capabilities will enable controllers to issue optimized
arrival routes, holding instructions, advisory messages,
speed and heading changes, and transponder beacon codes.
NVS. While data comm is changing the way we communicate
with aircraft, NVS will change how we communicate between
facilities. Today, voice switches operate independently at
individual facilities. NVS, which takes advantage of modern
router-based communications, will enable the FAA to route,
monitor and share information among facilities across the
country. It also gives the FAA increased flexibility to shift
controller workload between facilities as needed. Pending
available resources, the FAA intends to begin deploying NVS
at ATC facilities in the 2018/2019 timeframe.
NVS will also enable pilots of unmanned aircraft systems to
communicate directly with controllers – a key requirement for
integrating unmanned aircraft into the NAS.
SWIM. SWIM is the digital data delivery backbone of NextGen,
ensuring the right people have the right information at the right

This STARS Enhanced Locally Integrated Tower Equipment (STARS ELITE) system,
installed this year at the TRACON in Allentown, Pennsylvania, is a compact unit designed
for use in smaller TRACONs
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Above: The FAA works with all stakeholders involved in the aviation industry to
ensure NextGen meets the needs and requirements of the sector

time. Since 2010, NAS users, particularly airline operations
centers, have been accessing weather and other flight planning
information via SWIM, enabling airline dispatchers and traffic
managers to collaborate on the routing and rerouting of traffic
based on real-time information. Users benefit by having access
to a single comprehensive data feed that contains real-time NAS
information, such as current traffic management initiatives,
airport runway configurations and which airports are in deicing.
The FAA is planning to unveil several new SWIM capabilities
by FY 2015, including Flow Information Publication, which
provides subscribers with access to traffic flow information, and
Flight Data Publication Service, which ensures the consistency
of flight data accessed by subscribers. It also provides airspace
data, operational data and general information messages.
Future upgrades will include additional capabilities that move
the FAA toward the data sharing required for NextGen and other
NAS programs. The FAA expects another SWIM capability
to be available NAS-wide by 2020: an internet-based cockpit
information exchange known as Aircraft Access to SWIM (AAtS).
The agency plans to conduct a two-way AAtS demonstration in
early 2015. The capability is expected to play a part in a ‘miniglobal’ demonstration also scheduled for 2014-2015, during
which the FAA and international partners will showcase the
ability to share real-time flight information worldwide.
In summary, the FAA is on track to complete several major
NextGen accomplishments in 2015 that will put in place a
modern NAS infrastructure. Furthermore, the agency plans to
build on this foundation in the years ahead with an array of
innovations that will maintain the USA’s leadership role in ATM.
The FAA cannot do this without the close partnerships it has
formed with aircraft operators, airports and other ANSPs, who
are all lending a hand. v
For information about how NextGen is benefiting aircraft operators, visit
NextGen Performance Snapshots: www.faa.gov/nextgen/snapshots

REMOTE TOWER SERVICES

FROM A DISTANCE
Remote tower solutions represent a new era for air traffic control
Karl Vadaszffy
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After research, testing and refinement, remote tower
services (RTS) are ready and should start being rolled
out widespread this autumn. As the name suggests,
RTS offers air traffic services from a remote location, potentially
hundreds of kilometers from an airport.
Cristiano Baldoni, senior manager and SESAR (Single
European Sky ATM Research) program manager at ENAV, the
company responsible for the provision of ATS in Italy, explains
how the RTS concept evolved: “Originally remote tower
technology was designed to suit airports with low traffic
volumes, mainly located in isolated areas and regions with
low population density and irregular traffic.”
However, a SESAR RTS research program has been widely
studying and validating single remote tower operations with
flight trials in Sweden, Norway and Germany. Baldoni
continues, “SESAR has invested substantially in proving the
real utility of RTS and the gains that can be achieved from it.
As a result, RTS for a single runway airport is now considered
mature enough for large-scale deployment.” Recently SESAR
published an RTS solution package, which is available to
download from the SESAR website.
“Multiple remote tower and contingency tower concepts will
undergo additional validation exercises across SESAR’s ongoing
program as well as in the SESAR 2020 program (see The Future
of SESAR, page 18),” Baldoni adds.
In 2008, in one of the earliest RTS trials, Ängelholm
Helsingborg Airport, a small regional airport in southern
Sweden, was selected by LFV, Sweden’s ANSP, to test the RTS
concept. It was controlled from Malmö ACC, 100km away. For
this test, LFV joined forces with technology specialist Saab.
Commenting on the success of the trials, Mikael Henriksson,
LFV’s operational project manager, stresses that with RTS the
ATC service that’s provided to the airport remains unchanged.
The only difference, he explains, is “the remote location and it
uses a new technique”.
Other trials that have taken place include Norwegian ANSP
Avinor testing an RTS concept in Bodø in northern Norway that
remotely manages operations at a heliport at Værøy Airport and
at Røst Airport. And Saab deployed an RTS concept for
Australia’s ANSP Airservices at Alice Springs Airport. The
remote tower for this project is at Adelaide Airport.
The world’s first fully redundant and certified remotely
operated airport will be Örnsköldsvik Airport in Sweden. For
this project, the remote tower ATC system is set to go into
operation in autumn 2014. The system, which has been jointly
developed by Saab and LFV, will link Örnsköldsvik to a remote
tower center (RTC) at Sundsvall (see World First, page 17).
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Remote tower services from Searidge Technologies use three 4k displays, which demonstrate the highest resolution video available today

RTS technology
Paul Adamson, head of airports at Eurocontrol, believes that
from a technology perspective RTS provides straightforward
enhancements, targeting its use to the requirements of the job.
“The biggest challenge has actually been getting the operational
people on board,” he says. “Although the service they provide
won’t change, they’ll be moving to a different place and working
in a slightly different way.”
But what technology enhancements does RTS offer? A remote
tower working position will be equipped with conventional ATS
systems, complemented by a reproduction of the ‘out-of-thewindow’ view based on HD camera sensor systems, which are
placed around an aerodrome on a range of objects that can
include an existing ATC tower, masts erected specifically for
the purpose of housing the cameras, the glide path mast and
the sides of buildings.
Robert O’Meara, director, media and communication,
ACI Europe, adds, “The technology enhances the controller’s
situational awareness through the integrated use of features
such as object tracking, infrared vision and digital image
magnification. These features help the controller handle
situations of low visibility, thereby improving safety and
operational efficiency.”
Searidge Technologies, which has deployed remote solutions
in Canada, Malta and the UAE, has developed a turnkey RTS
platform that is ATM-platform agnostic and customizable to
user requirements. Director of ATM/airport technology Fadi
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Ghourani explains the general setup of the ATC-grade video
platform, which is now commercially available: “The controller
receives a panoramic view via video, which can range from
180-360°. This is presented on anything from a single 24in
screen to a full video wall that’s many meters wide by many
meters high. All the information controllers need is intuitively
presented on a head-up display and all their typical tools, such
as electronic flight strips and radar data, is either integrated or
on another screen.”
Having trialed RTS in Austria and Germany, Frequentis offers
a customizable complete solution called smart RVT (Remote/
Virtual Tower), which covers visualization, voice
communication, recording and support information for flight
data handling. A 360° panoramic view is offered along with the
out-of-the-window view on several screens – typically four so
that a whole runway can be visualized in one picture.
Michael Ellinger, Frequentis’s product manager, explains,
“You can overlay corresponding support information on the
panoramic view. Objects of interest are automatically marked
with classic surveillance data including call sign, speed and
heading information, enabling the controller to get labels at the
position of the aircraft even if it is not detected by the camera.”
One of the great advantages to RTS is that the view can be
further enhanced through infrared technology. For example, in
bad weather, when there’s poor contrast in the sky, or at night,
are all occasions when RTS will enable controllers to see aircraft
when normally they wouldn’t.

REMOTE TOWER SERVICES

Ellinger adds, “We also have a binocular view, which provides
a zoom function that can work in daylight mode or infrared
mode for night, with high magnification exceeding typical tower
binocular capability. In addition, this provides the ability to
automatically track objects of interest.”

Multiple airport concept
Initial uses of RTS will focus on single airports. However,
there are some in the industry who believe that greater savings
can be made by using RTS to control multiple airports.
ENAV’s Baldoni explains how the multiple airport concept
could work: “The remote tower center could be co-located
within the feeding APP, or in the ACC, or at the ANSP corporate
HQ, or in the tower of a main airport hub. A cluster of small and
medium aerodromes could be managed simultaneously through
dedicated one-to-one remote tower modules, or through
switching techniques and proper traffic coordination through
one or more one-to-many modules.”
For LFV’s Henriksson, controlling multiple sites from one
center is indeed the aim: “If you have a customer in an airport
with low-density traffic, for example, they currently need to
employ controllers, including arranging shifts and vacations.
The multiple airport concept would enable around-the-clock
operations at an on-demand price.”
However Paul Jones, general manager for airport operations
at NATS, is skeptical about one aspect of RTS managing multiple
airports: “Conceptually I struggle with the idea that one
controller might control several airfields at the same time
in different parts of his window.”
Agreeing with Jones, Eurocontrol’s Adamson suggests there’s
an intermediate step regarding multiple airports. “Have one
center where multiple airports are managed, but have one
controller managing one airport at a time,” he says.

Frequentis’s smartVISION solution provides the controller with an enhanced view of the
airfield, and augments this with other relevant data, such as weather information

Technological challenges
What if the out-of-the-window screen fails? LFV’s Henriksson
argues that the chance of this is reduced to a minimum due
to its redundant setup and operational fallback procedures.
Besides, as NATS’ Paul Jones adds, “Heathrow and any other
airport can suffer from sudden low visibility, which is just the
same as losing one of the screens. When that happens, what
you do is slow the operation down.”
On further technological challenges, Per Ahl, Saab’s head
of commercial, civil security and traffic management, western
Europe, explains, “One of the earliest issues with the Swedish
regulator was that if you work in regional airports, sometimes
there’s a failure with radio communication, so there’s a procedure
to use a light gun to flash a Morse code. So with RTS, on top of
the camera we have a specially designed single light gun and
two robotic zoom cameras to replace binoculars.”

WORLD FIRST
NATS’s Paul Jones reveals that RTS is not a new concept for Heathrow Airport,
which has had remote tower capability since 2009 at its contingency facility
(pictured right). The difference is that windows are not replicated by screens.
Jones explains, “We’ve recreated what you see inside the Heathrow tower
with the same equipment and layout. You don’t want people who are decamping
in an emergency situation to have to learn new kit and become familiar with a
new layout. You need things to be in the same reach, touch, look and feel.”
Although it’s never had to be used, Heathrow’s remote tower center, whose
location cannot be revealed, features an advanced surface movement system
and a standard suite of ATC systems – communication systems, information
systems, electronic strips, radar pictures and NAV 8 controls such as ILS.
A situation such as this is where ACI Europe’s Robert O’Meara sees the
potential for wider future implementation of RTS: “It can play a role in providing
back-up for ATM, running contingency operations during a shock or crisis.”
But the world’s first fully redundant certified remotely operated airport will
be Örnsköldsvik Airport in Sweden, which handles 5,000 movements per year.
By November 2014 the airport will receive its RTS from a center 150km south
in Sundsvall-Timrå Airport, which, with twice as many movements, is itself
planned to become Sweden’s second remotely controlled airport.
At the remote tower controlling Örnsköldsvik Airport, 14 full-HD cameras and
two pan-tilt-zoom cameras that offer an incredible x40 magnification will present
the aerodrome view for controllers on 14 55in screens, along with a 360° view
and airport sound. “The resolution is so good we can see a pilot smiling in the
cockpit,” LFV’s Mikael Henriksson says. All regular ATC systems are integrated
in new controller working positions and a wide range of information appears on

the head-up display that the controller views, such as radar information, video
tracking and information overlays.
Saab’s Per Ahl adds, “One of the results from discussions with controllers
during the early tests in 2008, when we presented the camera views on a 360°
circular dome-like display, was it felt like a simulated environment. So we’ve
opened up the display in front of them, meaning they don’t need to turn around,
and one camera is on each display with a 360° view available from each.”
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LFV worked with Saab on the world’s first fully redundant certified remotely operated airport, which will be in Örnsköldsvik Airport, Sweden and is expected to go into operation in autumn 2014.
LFV drew up and developed the operational concepts, while Saab developed the technical solutions

Cost savings
ENAV’s Baldoni explains that RTS represents a technological and
operational solution that offers new business opportunities for
airports where it’s too expensive to maintain conventional tower
facilities and services, or where such services are currently
unavailable. “RTS can help these airports achieve better cost
efficiency and potentially enable them to operate more
competitively, making them more attractive for commercial
aviation,” he comments.
NATS’s Jones points out how RTS could provide cost savings
in capital expenditure or infrastructure: “If you’re going to build
a new control tower, you no longer need to build an expensive
iconic building that sits right in the middle of valuable real
estate where airports would rather have shops.”
Or, as Henriksson suggests, if an airport is extended with
additional runways, resulting in the pre-existing tower no longer
providing the optimal view for an entire aerodrome, “instead of
building a new tower or a second one, you could cover the new
area with a remote solution.”
Along with flexibility and availability, cost savings are a main
driver for LFV in Sweden, which aims to have 10 airports
connected to RTS in the next five years, with the eventual total
reaching around 30 airports.
For some smaller- and medium-sized airports, RTS might be
their only means of survival. ENAV’s Baldoni points out that in
European countries, many airports manage to exist only thanks
to public subsidies. “Should the EU guidelines on state aid to
airports and airlines (2013) enter into force,” he says, “it could
lead to the closure of around 100 airports.”

To help airports and ANSPs decide whether RTS is right for
them, Eurocontrol aims to create a set of guidelines by early
2016, similar to its projects A-CDM and A-SMGCS, to help
the decision-making process and the technology’s deployment.
Regardless of whether cost is a factor, the RTS model is
gaining a lot of global interest. While NATS’s Jones believes
RTS will work well for small and medium sites, he believes that
launching it at an airport like Heathrow will be unlikely. “One
of the beauties of a small airport is that the tower is generally
not very high, so it’s easy to use cameras to replicate the view,”
he states. “But at Heathrow you’d need cameras 300ft in the air
to replicate what the controllers see. So instead you might see
them used for contingency facilities in larger airfields.”
LFV’s Henriksson argues that geographically there aren’t
restrictions to where RTS can be deployed. He does concede,
however, that a key challenge will be ensuring that there’s a
capable corresponding network. “One thing we’re working on,”
he says, “with the technology we’re using, such as infrared and
high-compression algorithms, is to lower the bandwidth that’s
required to transfer the data because you cannot expect to have
hundreds of megabits in all regions, especially remote ones.”
Should we have any concerns about safety? Our experts
unanimously agree: no. Eurocontrol’s Adamson concludes, “In
some ways, it’s not much different from moving the approach
radar services from an airport into a centralized approach
function, like in London, showing that in principle moving a
service from one place to another can be done, as long as the
systems are working correctly and the controllers are happy
with the performance and ready for the change.” v

THE FUTURE OF SESAR
What is SESAR 2020?
The SESAR 2020 Research and Innovation (R&I) program will demonstrate the
viability of the technological and operational solutions already developed within
the SESAR R&I program (2008-2016) in larger and more operationally integrated
environments. SESAR 2020 will also prioritize research and innovation in areas
including aircraft operations, advanced airspace management, optimized network
service performance and a shared ATM infrastructure of operations systems.
What are the benefits?
Like its predecessor, the SESAR 2020 program will be the technology pillar of
the EU’s Single European Sky (SES). It will therefore contribute to delivering the
SES, which aims to triple airspace capacity to reduce delays, improve safety
performance by a factor of 10, reduce environmental impact by 10%, and reduce
the cost of ATM services to airspace users by 50%.
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How much will it cost?
The SESAR 2020 program will work with a budget of €1.5bn (US$2bn), of which
€500m (US$670m) will be provided by the European Union and the rest by
Eurocontrol and industry stakeholders. A further €85m (US$114m) is earmarked
for research activities particularly designed to attract universities, public
institutions, SMEs and industry.
What has the current SESAR R&I program achieved?
Notable program achievements have been the world’s first flight in four
dimensions (3D + time) to enhance end-to-end trajectory information exchange,
remote tower services to boost regional economies, an extensive toolkit to
increase safety on airport runways, free routing to reduce flight and fuel
emissions, and seamless information interchange between all providers and users
of ATM information to deliver collaborative decision making.
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CANSO

MODERN TIMES
Modernization of ATM is important to achieve the transformation that will lead to
seamless airspace globally
Jeff Poole, director general, Civil Air Navigation Services Organization (CANSO)

CANSO’s objective is to transform global ATM
performance to enable airlines to fly in seamless airspace
globally across ‘invisible’ borders. The organization’s
vision is of a globally harmonized and interoperable air
navigation system, capable of delivering a safe, efficient and
seamless service. CANSO has set out a comprehensive strategic
framework called Vision 2020, which has been formally
approved by its members. The framework has 126 detailed
actions, deliverables and timescales at global and regional levels.
To achieve this vision, the industry needs to leverage technology
to modernize ATM, work closely with industry partners and gain
the active cooperation of states.

Modernization of ATM
There is some amazing technology available in ATM today and
much more coming. Technology has the potential to modernize
ATM and free it from its present fragmentation, but the key
is how we use and leverage that technology and this is where
partnership is vital. If all stakeholders do not agree with and
cooperate on changes, they are unlikely to happen.
Take the Single European Sky (SES). The technology is
available to turn it into reality but it is no longer a technological
issue; it is one of political will to drive positive change, so
technology needs to be harnessed with partnerships and
effective advocacy.
But technology is just one part of the modernization story.
When we talk about modernization in ATM what do we mean?
What needs to be modernized? There are three big constraints to
the modernization of airspace. First, aircraft are still flying routes
laid down 60 years ago on the basis of ground-based navigation
aids, government agreements and communications limitations.
Second, ATM is one of the most, if not the most, overregulated
and constrained industries. Third, for an industry that serves
global aviation, we have sometimes been parochial in our
outlook: there is less competition than there ought to be, and
business models are still overwhelmingly based on the ‘one state,
one ANSP’ model. In addition, the industry has traditionally
been cautious and slow to change.
However, the good news is that the need for change is
recognized and there is a real opportunity to transform global
ATM performance. The ATM industry will undergo major
changes in the coming years. One of the key innovation drivers
of ATM modernization programs, like SESAR in Europe, and
NextGen in the USA, is the shift from a structured route network
to a trajectory-based network where aircraft operators will
be able to fly their selected trajectories instead of following a
predetermined route structure made of airways and waypoints.
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Above: University of Washington Human Interface Technology Lab demonstrates virtual
reality in ATC systems. Right: Technology is a key enabler for ATM modernization

This trajectory-based concept of operations should enable planes
to fly more efficiently, safely and cost effectively.
Two of the key drivers for modernizing airspace are
technology, and procedures and processes.

Technology
Technology is a key enabler for ATM modernization. There
are some technologies that can be regarded as game changers
and these include automation, information management and
collaborative decision making (CDM) combined with air traffic
flow management (ATFM).
First, automation will be the big technological advance in the
next few years. Aircraft have gone through several automation
cycles over the past 30 years but ATM is only now really starting
that journey. We will see more machine-to-machine interaction,
enabling us to fly planes closer together and build capacity.
Second, CDM and ATFM are areas that are already
revolutionizing ATM. CDM demonstrates the value of shared
information and cooperative planning to improve ATM system
performance. ATFM is the science of improving aviation
operations by using up-to-date flight information to anticipate
future traffic demand versus available capacity and control traffic
flows to keep demand within safe, and manageable and efficient

CANSO
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bounds. Together they will result in reduced airborne holding,
fuel savings, reduced emissions, increased predictability, better
use of capacity, and flexibility for aircraft operators, ANSPs,
ground handlers and airport operators.
The third big area is information management. At the
moment, we are limited in sharing real-time information
because the various technical platforms do not speak to each
other. Open system concepts, such as system-wide information
management (SWIM), where CANSO is working with partners
to develop common standards, will be able to provide the right
information, at the right time, anywhere to the user or system
that needs it and will enable the concept of net-centric air traffic
management operations.
Data communication has revolutionized the way we manage
airspace, enabling more efficient ATM operations, safely
increasing airspace capacity and reducing separations, and
reducing voice congestion by transferring voice communications
to data. ATM produces a vast amount of data, including radar
data, flight data processing (FDP) system data, controller input
and system logs. We have all heard of ‘big data’ but what are its
implications for ATM?
The big data issue represents a major opportunity that the
ATM industry has hardly begun to realize. It makes it possible to
do things that just a few years ago could not be done – spotting

ASBU implementation training courses and it is driving
implementation with regional seminars and practical assistance.
Performance-based navigation. ASBUs will help to provide
additional focus on the implementation of performance-based
navigation (PBN), which allows aircraft to fly precisely defined
paths without relying on ground-based radio navigation systems.
The benefits of PBN are considerable – by providing consistent
and repeatable flight path trajectories, it enhances safety,
increases efficiency and reduces environmental impact.
However, states are falling short of their commitments. The
uptake of PBN should be at 50% but it is currently only 30%.
This is because many states are unfamiliar with the level of
coordination and range of specializations required to approve
and implement such operations.
CANSO helps to provide information on implementing PBN
to states and ANSPs around the world. The organization has
been an active participant in the PBN Go Team sessions with
IATA and ICAO. These site visits recommend actions to be
taken by ANSPs, CAAs, airlines and airports on implementing
PBN including airspace design, regulation and requirements/
equipage. In addition, we are producing a CANSO PBN Best
Practice Guide to be published in the next few months. This will
be a basic understanding and road map for PBN implementation
using a ‘lessons learned’ approach to address key areas of

Data communication has revolutionized
the way we manage airspace, enabling
more efficient ATM operations
trends and patterns, preventing problems from worsening,
and monitoring the performance of ATM systems. Effective
data management can also contribute to the business model
of individual ANSPs by telling them how they are performing
as a business, helping them make better decisions and ensuring
more effective revenue management and collection.

Procedures and processes
The second driver is the modernization of processes and
procedures. The whole air transport industry is collaborating
on some great initiatives to enable planes to fly more efficiently
and save fuel, reducing emissions and costs while improving
safety even further. The umbrella under which many of these
processes and procedures now sit is ICAO’s Aviation System
Block Upgrades (ASBUs). The ASBUs give us a road map for
planning airspace enhancements to ensure a safe and globally
harmonized aviation system over the next 15 years. ASBUs will
act as a catalyst for modernizing airspace.
ICAO has given the industry the ‘what’ but we now need
to provide the ‘how’. CANSO’s challenge is to help drive
the implementation of the ASBU modules and we have
been quick to get going. In December, CANSO launched
its guide Introduction to the ASBU Modules, it is delivering
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concern, including regulation, knowledge, fleet equipage,
resources and training.
ADS-B. CANSO is fully committed to the global rollout
of ADS-B, which uses satellites to track aircraft positions
more accurately. For example, in Asia-Pacific, the ANSPs of
Indonesia, Singapore and Vietnam are sharing ADS-B data on
two trunk routes over the South China Sea. With the bridging
of surveillance gaps by ADS-B, the next step is to increase
airspace capacity on these routes by gradually reducing aircraft
separation. CANSO is also promoting ADS-B collaboration for
routes over the Bay of Bengal and the Indian Ocean. In addition,
the organization has made good progress in Canada, Australia
and other parts of the world.
Service priority. Given the need to invest in the modernization of
ATM, the industry needs to ensure that those that invest in new
technology reap the benefits. This takes us to the current debate
in the industry about service priority. The principle of ‘firstcome, first-served’ has been around for as long as anyone can
remember. But it is increasingly being challenged by airlines that
argue that aircraft equipped with the latest technology should
be allowed to realize its benefits. This would allow those aircraft
equipped with, for example, RNP, ADS-B and datalink to plan
their preferred altitude and route.

CANSO
CANSO helps to provide
information on implementing
performance-based navigation
(PBN) to states and ANSPs
around the world

CANSO recognizes that some airlines have made major
investments in their fleet and understandably expect to realize
the benefits of the on-board technology and a return on their
investment. Other operators, however, are reluctant to equip in
the absence of guaranteed benefits, or simply prefer a low-cost
approach; the so-called ‘last mover’ advantage in equipage. At
the same time, ANSPs are not ready to commit to upgrades in
infrastructure in the absence of a critical mass that is ready to
use new services. For them, investment decisions need to be
supported by a positive business case.
Clearly a new paradigm is needed in view of this situation,
to enable the benefits of new technology and procedures. From
the ANSP perspective, the focus needs to be on improving
system performance in terms of safety, capacity and efficiency,
while leveraging available technology. CANSO is therefore
engaged with IATA, ICAO and the ACI on service priority, to
develop a strong and agreed policy framework, and create the
right conditions that will facilitate ATM modernization and
operational improvements.
FIR boundary crossings. One obvious candidate for
modernization when it comes to processes and procedures is
when an aircraft crosses from one FIR to another. CANSO is
looking at language and cultural differences that flight crews
have to cope with and can lead to potential safety issues and
operational challenges, such as variations in CNS technologies
and procedures, and differences in barometric pressure
measurement, phraseology and transition levels, especially
when going from imperial to metric or vice versa. CANSO has
established a special task force on FIR boundary crossings to
identify the problem areas and recommend mitigation strategies.
This work is at its early stages but firm recommendations will
appear later in 2014.

Military airspace restrictions. Another area that urgently
needs attention is the inefficiency caused by military airspace
restrictions. Around the world, large tracts of airspace are
reserved for military use even when the military is not actually
using that airspace, thus forcing civil traffic into often congested
corridors. In India, for example, as much as one third of the
total airspace can be reserved for the military, and in the Middle
East, only about half of the airspace is open to civil aviation.
Aircraft therefore have to fly around military airspace,
preventing them from fully exploiting their sophisticated
technologies to fly optimal routes. It is inefficient, poses
implications for safety and is not environmentally friendly.
However, there has been some improvement in certain parts
of the world. The progressive opening of military airspace to
civilian operations in parts of Europe, the USA and Asia has
been managed responsibly and efficiently to the benefit of
both sides. CANSO is working with ICAO on this, and the two
organizations have held a number of seminars on civil/military
cooperation. But there is still a long way to go.

Conclusion
Modernization is critical to achieving CANSO’s goal of seamless
airspace globally. To modernize ATM, there are some challenges
to which the industry must rise. These include ensuring the
implementation of ASBUs and initiatives, such as PBN and
ADS-B, and persuading states to rethink their approach to the
management of airspace and the flexible use of military airspace.
But the two most important enablers for the transformation
of global ATM performance are cooperation and attitudes.
Cooperation between industry stakeholders, its suppliers and
states is critical, as is an open attitude toward change and to
doing things differently. v
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IMAGINE THE FUTURE OF
AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Airbus ProSky is committed to shaping the future of global
Air Traffic Management (ATM). Working side-by-side with
Air Navigation Services Providers, Airports and Airlines,
the Airbus ATM subsidiary, Airbus ProSky, aims to build a
truly collaborative environment to achieve greater capacity,
efficiency and sustainability for all stakeholders. Together,
with our portfolio of intelligent ATM solutions, air traffic
flow management with collaborative decision making,
comprehensive airspace services , innovative airport solutions
and groundbreaking research and development capabilities,
that future begins today.
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MODERN TIMES
A new system to separate arriving aircraft at
London Heathrow by time instead of distance
aims to radically cut delays and reduce
cancellations due to high headwinds
Andy Shand, general manager of Customer Affairs, NATS
It is no secret that London Heathrow is the busiest tworunway airport in the world, handling more than
470,000 flights per year. It is also a fact that it’s
scheduled to around 99% of its available capacity, meaning
anything that impacts the number of aircraft that can land per
hour can very quickly result in delays and cancellations. When
the landing rate is constrained by weather, for example, air
traffic flow management (ATFM) regulations have to be applied
to meter the flow of flights, something that then causes delays
to inbound short-haul services.
On average, poor weather conditions result in about 400,000
minutes of ATFM delay at London Heathrow Airport every
year, with the biggest single cause being the impact of high
headwinds on final approach – something that individually
accounts for around 180,000 minutes.
Under current procedures, aircraft are distance separated
on final approach based on either radar or wake separation
minima. For example, using today’s wake separation rules
on final approach, a Boeing 777 (classified as a Heavy wake
category aircraft) followed by an Airbus A320 (Medium wake
category aircraft) requires a 5 nautical mile gap. Likewise, a
Heavy followed by a Heavy requires a 4 nautical mile gap, and
Medium aircraft can be separated by 3 nautical miles or as little
as 2.5 nautical miles under the right conditions.
As the aircraft are separated by a fixed distance, whenever
there is a headwind on the final approach path, the groundspeed
of the aircraft falls, which results in a drop in landing rate. As
aircraft typically join final approach at between 10-14 nautical
miles from the runway, it is the winds along the approach path
at up to 3,000ft that are the issue, not just the windspeed on the
ground. For example, on October 11, 2013, the headwind on
final approach at 3,000ft was just over 40 knots. On that day,
flow regulations resulted in nearly 13,000 minutes of primary
ATFM delay. Given that short-haul aircraft operate a number of
sectors each day, picking up a delay on the first sector tends to
cause further delays on each of the subsequent sectors. Hence
the total delay would actually have been even greater than the
primary ATFM delay figure would suggest, all of which would
have caused disruption for airports, airlines and passengers.
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Moving to a time-based system

Wake vortex behavior in headwinds

In light headwind conditions of 5-7 knots, and with a
final approach speed of 160 knots at 4 nautical miles from
touchdown, the equivalent time interval for the required 4-mile
separation between Heavy aircraft is 90 seconds. For 5 nautical
miles, it is 113 seconds.
As the headwind at 3,000ft increases, so does the time
interval. For example, with a 30-35 knot headwind at 1,500ft,
the time taken to cover those same 4 nautical miles increases
from 90 to 107 seconds, effectively resulting in a loss of 17
seconds of runway capacity for that aircraft pair. It then doesn’t
take long for the delay to build and runway capacity to fall. To
recover this loss in capacity, we wanted to move to a procedure
where the time interval would be the same, even in varying
wind conditions. However, to prove that the change would be
safe, we needed to have a large set of data showing how wake
behaves in different wind conditions.

For a period of nearly five years, NATS worked with Eurocontrol
to collect over 150,000 samples of wake vortex data under
varying wind conditions using a Lockheed Martin WindTracer
lidar system. The lidar enabled us to measure the behavior and
decay of wake vortices in a wide range of weather conditions
and for all the types of aircraft that operate from Heathrow. It
was installed in two locations – one at about 300ft where the
wake vortex tends to interact with the ground and so is under
‘ground effect’, and the other measuring wake behavior at an
altitude of just over 1,000ft.
Analysis of the wake behaviors gave us the evidence we
needed to be sure that a time-based separation (TBS) procedure
would be safe and enable us to draw up the exact revised
separation rules. Basically, the data showed that a wake vortex
decays faster in stronger headwind conditions. Although this
wasn’t a surprise to us, having such a large sample of data
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IMPROVING EFFICIENCY
In June 2014, NATS released its Corporate Responsibility report, which showed
that more efficient ATC procedures, innovative new technologies and the better
use of airspace helped save a record-breaking 190,000 ton of aircraft CO2 in UK
skies in 2013. According to NATS, the savings equate to cutting £38m (US$64m)
from airline fuel bills.
In 2008, NATS became the first ANSP in the world to set itself targets on
environmental performance. NATS has a near-term target to cut 4% off ATM
related CO2 per-flight by the end of 2014, and a long-term target to cut 10%
off CO2 emissions per flight by 2020.
In order to achieve this, NATS has worked with the rest of the industry to
reduce fuel burn and CO2 emissions. Over the past year, NATS has worked on
providing continuous climbs and descents and direct routes, which all help
aircraft save fuel and reduce emissions. In 2013, NATS introduced 75 changes
to airspace and procedures to enable more efficient journeys, and new departure
routes were introduced to allow aircraft to climb higher more smoothly. The

NATS-led Topflight project also pioneered optimized transatlantic operations,
saving up to half a ton of fuel every flight.
As well as savings in UK skies, NATS made progress in minimizing its own
environmental footprint. Just 4% of the company’s waste now goes to landfill
and its water use has halved since 2006, saving 40 million liters a year.
NATS has also reported that the operational environmental efficiency of UK
airspace improved during the first half of 2014. NATS measures the efficiency
of an aircraft’s route using its three-dimensional inefficiency (3Di) metric,
where each flight is rated according to a scale on which zero represents total
environmental efficiency. Most flights typically score somewhere between 15
and 35. During the period January to June 2014, NATS was able to achieve a
rolling average score of 23.3 against the new tighter CAA year-end target of 23.
According to the CAA, achieving the 3Di target will generate 600,000 tons
of CO2 savings compared with historic levels by the end of 2014, worth over
£120m (US$200m) a year to airlines in fuel savings.
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All images: A new system to separate arriving aircraft at London Heathrow Airport by
time instead of distance will radically cut delays and reduce cancellations due to high
headwinds. In what will be a world first, the new method for organizing arriving aircraft
is set to become operational at London’s biggest airport in spring 2015. The deployment
of time-based separation builds on work NATS has undertaken with a number of
partners through the European Commission’s SESAR program and forms part of the
UK’s Future Airspace Strategy

information and supporting modeling allowed us to work with
the UK CAA to build the very robust safety case we needed to
move the project forward.
The data showed that we could safely reduce separations in
high headwind conditions in a way that kept the time interval
effectively the same as it would be in a 5-7 knot headwind.
Interestingly, the data also showed that with a light tailwind the
risk of a wake vortex encounter was actually greater, so we have
designed the TBS rules to marginally increase separations under
these types of conditions.

Developing TBS tools and procedures
Once we knew a TBS procedure would be safe, the next
challenge was to build the tools needed to implement it. A move
from a fixed distance to a TBS standard meant that we would
need an entirely new set of visualization tools for our air traffic
controllers. As part of the SESAR program a few years ago, NATS
took part in some initial simulations of controller tools, but
since then we have further developed the controller HMI to
provide dynamic, real-time separation indicators that change
in line with wind conditions.
Uniquely, the NATS TBS tool will use downlinked Mode S
radar aircraft data to develop a highly accurate model of the real-
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life wind conditions. This is the first time that this data has been
used operationally in this way and it will help us overcome the
issues of uncertainty in meteorological predictions. The tool
filters the data in such a way that errors in individual aircraft
parameters are catered for and the error rate is exceedingly
small – 0.006% of samples have errors of greater than 10 knots.
As such, we are very confident that aircraft separations will be
based on an accurate understanding of the wind conditions.
The TBS tool will also automatically capture the aircraft arrival
sequence and wake turbulence category, which will be verified
by ATC procedures before final approach.
Heathrow, the airlines and the UK Airports Commission
have all expressed a desire to see TBS up and running as
soon as possible, and as such we have adopted an agile
project management approach with Lockheed Martin for its
implementation. This has allowed our controllers to get early
access to the tool in a simulated environment and we have been
able to bring the implementation date forward by a number of
years. The positive feedback from controllers and airline crews
means that we are on course to start formal validation training
in January 2015, prior to the system going live in spring 2015
in what will be a world first.

Benefits
Given the impact of high headwinds on the Heathrow operation,
the move to TBS will have obvious benefits. It will halve the
current headwind delay figure, while almost eradicating the
need for airlines to make cancellations due to headwinds, with
conservative estimates pointing to savings of at least 80,000
minutes of delay per annum. We have also designed the TBS
tool to be portable, so that it can be adapted for use at any
airport and with any ATC equipment, and we’ve already received
a number of expressions of interest from airports within the
UK and abroad about using TBS in their own operations. With
airport resilience in high headwinds being a problem all around
the world, we hope TBS will become the standard technology
for the industry for years to come. v

NATS: TIME-BASED SEPARATION

ALASTAIR MUIR, OPERATIONS DIRECTOR AT NATS’ PRESTWICK ATC CENTER, TALKS WITH HELEN NORMAN, EDITOR OF ATTI,
ABOUT FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES
Tell us about the Prestwick ATC center.
NATS operates from two centers, one in Swanwick
in Hampshire, England, and the other in Prestwick
in Ayrshire, Scotland. Prestwick opened in 2010,
following the consolidation of NATS’ ATC centers
from four to two. At Prestwick, we control about
900,000 aircraft movements per year, which
works out at about 3,500 per day. There are 700
members of staff running operations 24/7. The
center looks after domestic airspace over northern
England and Scotland, and oceanic airspace over
the Atlantic Ocean.
The two airspace operations are quite different.
The domestic operation runs within a radar,
surveillance-based environment. But the oceanic
operation doesn’t currently have surveillance
abilities, so it uses procedural control whereby the
aircraft will log a flight plan and report at waypoints
as it crosses the Atlantic.
What new technologies and processes have
been implemented at Prestwick recently?
About two years ago, we moved from using paper
flight progress strips to electronic ones. This was
quite a big change for us, but we implemented
an electronic flight data system (EFD), making
Prestwick a paperless environment.
We are now working on introducing the nextgeneration of flight data processing (FDP) systems,
which will be used in our domestic operations.
Working with Indra and in collaboration with
Germany, the Netherlands and Spain, we have
jointly developed a new FDP system, which will
fall under the collaboration agreement called iTEC
(Interoperability Through European Collaboration).
The iTEC-eFDPS aims to make the ATM systems
of the UK, Germany, Spain and the Netherlands
homogeneous and interoperable.
It works using trajectory-based operations, which
basically means that aircraft movements will be

managed so that they fly the optimum trajectory,
rather than just following predefined routes. This
concept is called 4D trajectory management and
entails the systematic sharing of aircraft trajectories
between various participants in the air traffic
management process to ensure that all partners
have a common view of a flight and access to the
most up-to-date information.
This represents the next-generation of ATC and
will really change things in the industry. At the
moment, the controller has to intervene a lot to
ensure that the aircraft is on the right heading, but
with the iTEC-eFDPS we will move from a heavy
intervention environment to more of a controller
monitoring environment. A trajectory-based system
gives air traffic controllers more tools to be able to
plan for any conflicts.
We are currently introducing this new system
and hope to be fully operational on the domestic
side over the next 18 months.
In addition, for our oceanic operations over
the Atlantic, we are looking at moving from a
procedural control method to using satellite-based
technology. This is being done in collaboration with
our Canadian colleagues, and we hope to develop
a common platform of technology over the next few
years. Between Canada and ourselves, we manage
about 85% of the air traffic across the Atlantic
Ocean. The satellite-based system will use ADS-B
data from aircraft, including data on positional and
tracking information.
We are also currently moving to a more
data-based environment using datalink, where
instructions are passed between controllers and
pilots using data rather than voice communications.
For our oceanic operations over the Atlantic, about
75% of our operations are provided by datalink
and we have now started the same process for
our domestic operations. The operations not using
datalink still use HF communications.

How difficult is it to introduce new processes?
It is a big challenge because obviously we can’t
take our eye off the ball with regard to the safety
and efficiency of our ongoing services. We also
need to ensure that the same controllers running
the day-to-day operations are involved in any new
projects so that their needs are met.
In order to address these challenges, we
usually plan two years in advance with regard
to scheduling our staff so that their time is split
between operations, training and the development
of new systems. We also ensure that we engage
with them constantly to make sure they are happy
with the systems before they go into operation.
Will ATC ever be fully automated?
We expect to see the controller move from ATC
into ATM. There will be much less practical
intervention and much more monitoring and
planning of the conflicts that the systems have
detected. I don’t think we will see a time when
there is no human intervention, because someone
will always need to oversee the center, but through
expanded horizon control systems, there will be
much less practical intervention. Equally, with
regard to controllers giving directions to pilots,
this will be done less by voice and more by data,
such as by datalink.
How has SESAR changed the ATC center?
SESAR defines the systems we have and will be
investing in. We benefit in terms of improvements
in safety and managing costs. Fundamentally,
SESAR is going to change what our people do, what
technology we have and when we invest in it. We
are already implementing SESAR-aligned concepts
– iTEC is one example. Over the next few months,
we will see a number of other projects emerge,
which will start to mandate the type of technologies
and processes we will have to implement.
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WHATEVER THE WEATHER
A look at the importance of meteorological knowledge and training for air traffic controllers
Darren Hardy, senior national aviation met advisor, Met Office UK

Changeable weather is one of the greatest hazards to
aviation, so specialist meteorological knowledge is
critical for air navigation to ensure safe and efficient civil
aviation operations. Equipping ATC personnel with the
specialist meteorological knowledge they need to help maintain
the safe, orderly and smooth flow of air traffic is vital to the
safety of passengers and crew and to enable airlines to operate in
the most efficient, cost-effective way.
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The Met Office’s aim is to simplify the interpretation of
meteorological conditions and their impact on ATM operations,
and to help mitigate weather-related delays.

Challenging weather conditions
Weather such as high winds, fog, low cloud and snow are major
hazards to aircraft, and can also have a considerable safety and
financial impact on the industry. Disruption due to weather puts

METEOROLOGY

a strain on schedules through delayed and diverted aircraft,
causes inconvenience to passengers and affects staff resourcing.
Receiving the best weather information for destinations and
departures gives operations teams the confidence to make
critical decisions on diversions, aircraft and runway de-icing,
and justification for delays and associated increased costs.
Winter operations prove a particular challenge, but the weather
can have an impact at any time of year, for example, variations

in head and tail-wind components, changes in pressure and
temperature at airports, and low-visibility operating conditions.
Adverse weather affects the ATM system considerably, causing
problems such as disturbed flow rates, lost capacity and
diversions – all potentially leading to delays and additional costs.
A key factor in reducing the burden of interpretation on staff
is presenting weather information aligned to their operational
thresholds, enabling quick decisions to be made with confidence.
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Using global map viewing, the Met Office’s ClearFlight solution offers clear and intuitive monitoring of current and forecast weather conditions around the world

Collecting data
Delivering weather forecasts and advice that is easy to access,
easy to understand and directly relevant for specific purposes
is very important. However, without timely and highly accurate
content, forecasts will be severely degraded. Achieving the
necessary standards presents a technological challenge as
creating forecasts is a complex process.
Forecasting involves the application of technology and
detailed meteorological knowledge of how the atmosphere,
Earth’s surface and the oceans work. Modern weather forecasting
applies scientific knowledge to predict future atmospheric

TRAINING TIPS
The Met Office provides its top tips for ATC meteorological training:
• A sound understanding of the core subject of meteorological aviation
is necessary and a CAA accredited trainer should be used.
• Training should cover understanding the different ways and methods of
complying with regulations, and should ensure that operators meet ICAO
regulatory requirements.
• Consider ATS courses, observing courses and refresher courses
for qualified controllers to update or refresh skills, and meteorology
competency checks to provide the skills and knowledge required to
make fully compliant and accurate aviation weather reports.
• Develop the skills required to observe, report and encode the visual
elements of the Meteorological Aviation Report (METAR) to a standard
that meets CAA requirements.
• Focused and intense training will ensure that employees are not
removed from operational duties for longer than necessary.

conditions across the globe from observations of the current
state – made over land, at sea, in the air and from space.
There are two main challenges in weather forecasting. It
is essential to be able to predict weather conditions but, as a
precursor to that, it’s necessary to understand the current state
of the atmosphere and that means describing the temperature,
windspeed and direction, cloud cover and other key elements
at the present time. To understand current and predict future
weather conditions, observations are taken in many ways,
from individuals measuring the temperature at ground level
to satellite data and the thousands of automatic observations
that come in from aircraft flying around the world.
This data is input to the Met Office’s forecast model,
which is built on its knowledge of how the atmosphere works.
Forecasting the weather involves understanding the physical
processes that govern changes in temperature, wind and cloud
over time. It also means solving enormous numbers of complex
mathematical equations with the help of a supercomputer.

Global approach
While they’re in the sky, many medium- and long-haul flights
cross more than one country. To increase safety and efficiency,
airlines value consistent weather information from a single
source for the whole journey. In the early 1980s, ICAO
addressed the need for consistent, accurate, global forecasts by
developing two World Area Forecast Centers (WAFCs) for the
global aviation community. They are WAFC Washington, based
in Kansas City, USA, and WAFC London run by the Met Office
from the Operations Centre in Exeter.
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Left: The Met Office’s OpenRunway solution alerts users to current and forthcoming weather
conditions. Above: ClearFlight provides an ‘at a glance’ look at changing weather conditions

Both WAFCs have global weather forecasting capabilities,
backed by state-of-the-art supercomputing facilities that allow
millions of pieces of observed weather data from across the
world to be processed continuously (the Met Office’s current
supercomputer is capable of making 125 trillion calculations
per second). This data then populates the Met Office’s forecast
model four times a day to produce a complete picture of the
world’s future weather, in six-hour steps, for 36-hours ahead.
Based on this forecast picture, WAFC London issues weather
information at different flight levels for the world. Specialist
forecasters complement the computer-generated guidance
with weather charts showing where an aircraft may encounter
weather hazards, such as icing, turbulence and thunderstorms.
To stay on top of changing weather conditions, METARs
(or Aviation Routine Weather Reports) are provided. In the UK,
they are provided every 30 minutes. These important weather
reports are produced by UK airports to a format set by ICAO.
Critically, they contain data on temperature, windspeed and
direction, weather, cloud cover and heights, pressure and
visibility – all the information an airport needs to run smoothly.
Looking further ahead, local forecasts are known as TAFs and
cover an airport for up to 30 hours ahead. For airports in the
UK, they are produced by the Met Office to a format that is
shared and understood across the world.

Understanding meteorological information
Understanding all this meteorological aviation information helps
air traffic controllers navigate the complexity of the atmosphere,
ensuring pilots and passengers get to their destinations safely.
The importance of meteorological understanding within
ATM is well recognized. Recent innovative meteorological
technologies aim to make weather information easier to access
and interpret by controllers, while collaborative scientific work
seeks to drive further operational efficiencies in areas such as
delivery of time-based separation and runway occupancy.
However, while receiving and presenting weather information
in an intuitive and easy-to-use way is very important, there is
no substitute for a sound understanding of the core subject. An
improved knowledge of meteorology will help teams maximize
the use of the weather information they receive. Training helps
operators to achieve this understanding while ensuring that
regulatory requirements are met.
The Met Office is accredited by the UK CAA to train
all airfield observers and deliver comprehensive aviation
meteorological training to ICAO requirements. It is also
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contracted to carry out annual met audits and liaison visits,
to ensure that a high standard of observation is maintained,
instruments and displays are functioning correctly, and to
check the exposure of instruments.
Meteorological training courses are designed to equip
ATC personnel with the specialist knowledge they need to
help maintain the safe, orderly and smooth flow of air traffic.
Courses are available to cover a wide spectrum of ATM,
including operations, planning, observing and observer
competency checking. Trainees develop interpretation skills
and understanding that enable airport operations to continue
safely, with minimal disruption during adverse weather conditions,
so as to keep flights moving in the global ATC system.
All aerodrome personnel must be accredited meteorological
observers in accordance with the requirements stipulated by the
Safety and Airspace Regulation Group within the CAA to meet
ICAO standards. This requirement uses a mix of theoretical and
practical training to ensure that delegates are fully compliant
and confident in creating accurate aviation weather reports.
Meteorological training shouldn’t be viewed as a one-off; it is
recommended that all controllers regularly refresh their training.
This enables air traffic personnel and aeronautical observers to
update their practical observing and coding skills. Specialist
courses also help designated aerodromes address specific
training needs and explore meteorological observation
competency checks, which helps develop understanding of the
different ways and methods regulations can be complied with. v
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CONTROLLED FLIGHT INTO TERRAIN

TAKE CONTROL
The development of advance warning systems has reduced controlled
flight into terrain accident rates, but there is still a lot of work to be done
Peter Brooker
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A passenger aircraft flies several hundred miles and then
crashes into a mountain close to its destination airport.
Probably the most famous historical accident of this kind was
in 1942, when an aircraft carrying the film star Carole Lombard
crashed near Las Vegas. Accident investigators concluded that the
probable cause was “the failure of the captain after departure from Las
Vegas to follow the proper course by making use of the navigational
facilities available to him”.
There have been many more ‘Controlled Flight Into Terrain’
(CFIT) accidents since then. A CFIT accident is one in which an
aircraft crashes into level ground, water or an obstacle such as a
mountain or building. CFIT initially appears a strange name – it
simply means the aircraft systems are functioning and the pilot is
able to fly. This contrasts with some kind of major mechanical
malfunction or electronic system failure that impairs pilots’ ability
to control the flight path, producing ‘a crash out of control’.
Examples of important factors in CFIT are navigation errors,
aircrew fatigue and human factors issues, lack of navigational aids,
communication with air traffic control (ATC), and visual flight rules
(VFR) operation in poor weather conditions. Many aviation
improvements have helped to reduce the chance of a CFIT accident.
They include the introduction of better navigation aids (VOR, NDB,
DME, ILS, etc), enhanced human factors understanding and
increased focus on training; while the introduction of radar and
ATC services obviously delivered great benefits.
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Figure 1: Illustration of a safety progress chart

Warning systems
But, fifty years ago, there were still very serious concerns about
the problem. Then Don Bateman, a Canadian engineer, made
the major technical step forward by inventing a practical Ground
Proximity Warning System (GPWS). To quote Bill Voss of the
Flight Safety Foundation (FSF): “It’s accepted within the
industry that Don Bateman has probably saved more lives than
any single person in the history of aviation.”
GPWS is cockpit equipment that warns aircrew if they are at a
dangerously low altitude and in danger of crashing. It works by
monitoring and computer processing altitude with a radar
altimeter (which measures the physical distance between the
plane and the ground directly below) to identify hazardous
situations and trends, e.g. a hazardously rapid rate of descent,
dangerously close ground, or unexpected loss of altitude. If
GPWS detects hazardous conditions, there are visual and audio
warning signals to the pilot. For example, in the ‘Unsafe Terrain
Clearance’ mode the warning would be “too low, terrain”, “too
low, gear”, “too low, flaps”.
In the late 1990s, improvements led to the ‘Enhanced Ground
Proximity Warning System’ – EGPWS. This breakthrough in the
enhancement was the result of Don Bateman and his co-workers
being able to integrate GPS location technology with everimproving terrain data. This enabled EGPWS to predict future
terrain features, e.g. a dramatic change through steeply sloping
ground. EGPWS-like systems are termed ‘Terrain Awareness and
Warning Systems’ (TAWS). TAWS is complemented by
Minimum Safe Altitude Warnings (MSAW) – a ground-based
safety net intended to warn air traffic control about the increased
risk of CFIT. MSAW monitors the barometric altitude reported
by aircraft transponders.
Current ICAO regulations for GPWS’s (from 1 January 2007)
are that: “All turbine-engined aeroplanes of a maximum
certificated take-off mass in excess of 5,700kg or authorized to
carry more than nine passengers, shall be equipped with a
ground proximity warning system which has a forward-looking
terrain avoidance function.”
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CFIT improvements
What is the actual track record of CFIT improvement? What
lessons are there for aviation and navigation? Traditionally,
accident data is compared to activity-related data, e.g. rates per
annum, per flight, per passenger and per passenger kilometres
flown. A simpler approach is adopted here, focusing on how
well safety improvements are dealing with the growth in traffic.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic idea for a particular type of
accident. It shows the time from event ‘i’ to the next event ‘i+1’,
i.e. it is the accident interval – ‘the time between failures’ –
plotted against the date of accident events. (In reality, accident
timings have large statistical fluctuations between events.) If, as
traffic grows, step-by-step safety improvements just match traffic
growth, then the accident sequence would be a horizontal line
with constant intervals between points – ‘coping’ performance.
But, if the improvements do not even match traffic growth, then
the trend of event intervals would be downward. This Figure
shows the line for traffic growth exceeding safety improvements
by a constant amount, which leads to the interval between
events reducing over time. If, in contrast, safety improvements
overcome traffic growth effects, then the trend line would be
upward. Figure 1 shows annual safety improvements exceeding

CONTROLLED FLIGHT INTO TERRAIN

Figure 3: Safety progress chart for all civil CFIT accidents with ≥50 fatalities

Figure 2: Safety progress chart for all civil CFIT accidents with ≥10 fatalities. Data is
from CFITs from January 1960 to June 2014; the final figures may change following
official investigation reports

traffic growth by a constant amount, with the interval between
events increasing over time. An infinite interval would be a zero
accident rate.
Figure 1’s ‘safety progress chart’ is a useful way of displaying
accident data because it does not require any use of activity data

or averaging. It works if the policy interest is in the difference
between the safety improvement rate and the traffic growth rate.
However, a plot based on Figure 1 only really provides
information about safety if there is actual traffic growth. If traffic
declines, then an increasing interval between events might
simply reflect the reduced pressure on safety produced by lower
activity. In fact, since 1960 ICAO recorded worldwide revenuepassenger-kilometres increasing by a factor of 50, with just three
annual declines.
Figure 2 shows the safety progress chart for CFIT accidents
with 10 or more aircraft fatalities. This data is from the Aviation
Safety Network (ASN), a reputable database managed by the FSF
(http://aviation-safety.net/index.php). No aviation database is
perfect: some countries may not publicise details of accidents
and some CFITs may in fact be ‘crash out of control’ in cases
where investigators lack information about aircraft problems.
1960 is arbitrarily chosen as the starting point, roughly
matching the widespread introduction of jet aircraft.
Choosing accidents with 10 or more fatalities as an indicator
of safety performance helps to ensure that the focus is on
passenger-carrying flights, without the complexities of
determining which kinds of air transport operations, air taxis
and corporate jets should be included for consistency over the
period. Military, police, etc, aircraft are excluded because their
operations often do not take place in controlled airspace and
because details about them can be very imprecise. However, this
does exclude a few very important CFITs with military aircraft
carrying large numbers of civilian passengers, e.g. the 2010
Polish Air Force Tu-154 crash which killed all 96 onboard,
including the then President of the Republic of Poland.
Figure 2 shows the whole data set, with a zigzag line – an
arbitrarily chosen 10-point moving average – and a dashed trend
line – an illustrative least-squares cubic polynomial fit. Figure 3
shows a subset of the CFIT data, this time restricted to 50 or
more fatalities – hence corresponding to currently more typical
public transport flights. Figure 4 is another subset of Figure 2,
restricted to CFITs into a hill or mountain – a much larger
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number historically than CFITs crashing onto level ground or on
water. Figures 2 to 4 show that GPWS and TAWS have had a
dramatic impact on safety performance, particularly so for larger
aircraft. Without GPWS and TAWS, these curves might have just
shown slow improvements.

Key CFIT accident factors
But why are there still some CFIT accidents? An examination of
some of those accidents shows issues still demanding attention
by aviation regulators and aircraft operators. Table 1 lists CFITs
in the last decade with 10 or more aircraft fatalities from the
ASN database and summaries/comments on the key factors
identified. Some conclusions about these accidents:
• There are still accidents in which the pilot was conducting the
flight under VFR – which obviously offer inherently higher risk
in mountainous areas and/or marginal weather conditions.
• Several accidents reveal that some individual aircrew did not
meet professional standards, e.g. alcohol use.
• GPWS/TAWS’s good record track is publicly associated with
commercial jet operations, for which there are now very high
fitment levels. Piston aircraft are generally less likely to be fitted.
It may be difficult, even infeasible, to retrofit older aircraft generally.
• Alerts often happen at a time of high workload and may well
surprise the flight crew. Responses must be timely and accurate
– but sometimes the alert exposes flaws in airline procedures,
training and crew resource management, leading to
inappropriate action or even complete inaction.

Figure 4: Safety progress chart for all civil CFIT accidents with ≥10 fatalities that hit
a hill or mountain

• Operators need to maintain current terrain and obstacle
databases, and ensure they have the latest warning boundary
software. Inaccurate airport information in the aircraft’s TAWS
database was a key factor in the 2010 Polish Air Force crash.
Thanks to GPWS/TAWS there has been great progress on
eliminating CFIT accidents, but aviation is still some way short
of a zero accident goal. v

CFIT: OFTEN JUST PART OF A COMPLEX SERIES OF EVENTS
Table 1: CFIT accidents with 10 or more fatalities since 2010. Key points from the Aviation Safety Network (ASN) database and/or accident reports
Notes: Some text below is a rough translation, with some typos edited, and some conclusions are preliminary
May 12, 2010 –
flight into level ground
103 fatalities
Libya
At an altitude of 280ft the GPWS
sounded ‘too low terrain’. The captain
then instructed the co-pilot to execute
a go-around… lack of common
action plan during the approach and
a final approach continued below the
Minimum Descent Altitude, without
ground visual reference acquired…
inappropriate application of flight
control inputs during a go-around and
on the activation of TAWS warnings.
July 28, 2010 –
flight into hill or mountain
152 fatalities
Pakistan
captain did not take appropriate action
following calls from the first officer…
did not respond to 21 EGPWS warnings
related to approaching rising terrain
and pull up… aircrew failed to display
superior judgment and professional
skills in a self created unsafe
environment.
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August 3, 2010 –
flight into level ground
12 fatalities
Russia
Execution of an approach in conditions
worse than the weather minima…
failure of the crew to take a timely
decision for a missed approach
when the plane descended below the
minimum safe height (100m) in the
absence of reliable visual contact with
approach lights and runway lights.
August 24, 2010 –
flight into level ground
44 fatalities
China
…crew continued the approach into
radiation fog and without being able
to see the runway…failed to initiate
a missed approach when the radio
altimeter callouts indicated that the
airplane was near the ground.
June 20, 2011 –
flight into level ground
47 fatalities
Russia
Flew an approach in conditions worse
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than weather minimums for the
airfield and the crew failed to decide
to go-around…Poor interaction of
the crew and poor crew resource
management…pilot subordinated
himself to the navigator causing the
co-pilot to be effectively excluded from
decisions…navigator in a light level of
alcoholic intoxication.
August 20, 2011 –
flight into hill or mountain
12 fatalities
Canada
Although the company had a policy
that required an immediate go-around
in the event that an approach was
unstable below 1,000ft above field
elevation, no go-around was initiated.
The crew initiated a go-around after
the ground proximity warning system
‘sink rate’ alert occurred, but there was
insufficient altitude and time to execute
the manoeuvre and avoid collision with
terrain…crew’s situational awareness
would have been increased and
reaction time to a ground proximity
warning would have increased had the
aircraft been equipped with a TAWS.

September 29, 2011 –
flight into hill or mountain
18 fatalities
Indonesia
The flight was in VFR however both
pilots agreed to fly into the cloud,
consequently, the flight crew had lack
of situation awareness due to loss of
visual references to the ground and no
or late recovery action prior to impact
due to low visibility.
September 12, 2012 –
flight into hill or mountain
10 fatalities
Russia
…violation by the crew of the
established approach procedures…
premature descent to below the
minimum safe altitude when flying
in mountainous terrain, weather
conditions, precluding sustained
visual contact with ground reference
points…Alcohol was discovered in the
blood of both crew members…inaction
by the crew after the altimeter alarm
when reaching a dangerous altitude…
Availability...of a GPWS could possibly
have prevented the accident.

SOUTH AFRICA ATC

PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
Air navigation service providers must invest in technology to ensure social, financial and
environmental sustainability in the future
Air Traffic and Navigation Services
Air Traffic and Navigation Services (ATNS) is a stateowned company established in 1993 under the terms of
the ATNS Company Act (Act 45 of 1993) to provide air
traffic management solutions and associated services on behalf
of the South African state. These services accord with
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) standards and
recommended practices and the South African Civil Aviation
Regulations and Technical Standards. As an air navigation
services provider (ANSP), ATNS is governed by the nation’s
legislative and administrative framework.
ATNS is also a commercialized ANSP operating on the ‘user
pays’ principal that relies on current revenues and debt funding
for its operational and capital expenditure (capex) requirements.
As the air transport industry evolves and changes, with new
mega partnerships and global alliances forming, ATNS
recognizes that its excellence in business can only be appreciated
and valued when it can ensure long-term financial, social and
environmental sustainability and therein acknowledge the
interdependence and cyclical nature of its strategic decisions,
operational practices and tactical impacts.

Financial sustainability
ATNS strengthens its financial sustainability by remaining
globally competitive and regionally innovative. Given that its
regulatory environment restricts its revenue growth potential
within the South African market by strictly applying tariff
adjustments, it is imperative for ATNS to broaden its business
offerings to other markets. The ANSP’s financial – and hence
economic – sustainability is strongly dependent on the successful
execution of its Africa expansion strategy. ATNS’s sustainability
framework considers the risks, opportunities and impacts
associated with this commercial strategy, and maintains vigilant
governance accountability for all its business practices.

Social sustainability
ATNS’s social sustainability imperatives relate to its employees,
its customers (and their customers) and the many varying
communities impacted by its operations. Within the business,
ATNS aims to create a transformative organization, with a skilled
and capable employee base. The company promotes a culture of
safety and the philosophy of ‘zero harm to self, others and the
environment’, and it aims to lead by example by aligning with
local, regional and global regulatory frameworks for its
commercial, social and environmental practices. The various
regulatory frameworks and promulgations that govern its
operations guide ATNS’s sustainability framework.

Environmental sustainability
ATNS’s sustainability strategy focuses on both its own
operational sustainability, as well as the implications of
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ATNS is responsible
for air traffic control in
approximately 10% of
the world’s airspace

environmental sustainability and climate change legislation, and
regulation on its customers and on the wider aviation industry.
Greater awareness and regulation of the environmental impact
of air transport provides ATNS with a long-term opportunity to
include sustainability strategies in delivering its portfolio of
products and services to the continent, and to lead the way in
promoting ethical, sustainable commercial practices in the
airspace management sector.
ATNS has prioritized environmental sustainability by
minimizing its carbon footprint and by introducing strategies to
manage and preserve scarce resources. The company further
seeks to help its stakeholders to minimize their environmental
impact on their operations through flight efficiency programs
and other leading practice initiatives. Training plays an
important role in creating attentiveness for, and competency
around, sustainable environmental practices. Greater awareness
and regulation of the environmental impact of air transport
provides ATNS with a long-term opportunity to include
sustainability strategies in the delivery of its portfolio of products
and services to the continent.
ATNS material issues have been focused on providing efficiency
in operational procedures to reduce aircraft CO2 emissions.
When designing procedures, ATNS takes noise footprint,
national heritage sites and noise-sensitive areas such as hospitals,
schools and religious areas into consideration, as required by the
NEMA and Civil Aviation regulation. Also, the performancebased navigation program is focused on the optimization of gateto-gate operations. Water usage and waste management is also
on the agenda for ATNS and will be accelerated through
specialized internal programs in the new financial year.
ATNS is an active participant in numerous industry initiatives
that advance sustainability leadership and responsible business
practices, both in South Africa and in the global context.

SOUTH AFRICA ATC

calculate its carbon footprint and is getting closer to setting targets
that will ensure the reduction of emissions in daily operations.

ATNS provides important aeronautical information used for all flight planning purposes
as well as search and rescue coordination activities and the maintenance of reliable
navigation infrastructure

Through its shareholder, the Department of Transport, ATNS
is mandated to align with the United Nations Global Compact
(UNGC). Furthermore, ATNS is one of the founding members of
the Indian Ocean Strategic Partnership to Reduce Emissions
(INSPIRE), a partnership with airlines, ANSPs and airport
partners to identify meaningful ways to reduce the aviation
sector’s adverse impacts on the environment.
ATNS aligns itself with the following external economic,
environmental and social initiatives:
The ICAO Aviation System Block Upgrades
The ATNS Roadmap will be reviewed during the 2014/15
financial year to include the newly introduced ICAO initiative
of Aviation System Block Upgrades (ASBU) in support of
initiatives addressing the needs of the air traffic management
(ATM) community and the associated expectations of access,
equity, safety, efficiency, predictability, environmental
sustainability and affordability.
Civil Air Navigation Services Organization
ATNS is a founding member of the Civil Air Navigation
Organization (CANSO) in Africa and plays a leading role on
the African continent by hosting the CANSO Regional Office
and collaborating with other entities regionally and globally in
its visibly active involvement in ICAO, IATA and other industry
networks and associations.
Indian Ocean Strategic Partnership to Reduce Emissions initiative
As part of its ongoing commitment to reducing GHG emissions,
ATNS is one of the founding members of the Indian Ocean
Strategic Partnership to Reduce Emissions (INSPIRE). The
INSPIRE partnership is intended to be a collaborative network
of partners and peer organizations across the Arabian Sea and
Indian Ocean region dedicated to improving the efficiency and
sustainability of aviation.
The GHG Protocol Corporate Standard
The first ATNS Carbon Emission Inventory and footprint was
calculated using best practice methodology. A carbon inventory
for an organization involves accounting for all greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions released as a result of the operations of the
organization. In line with international leading practice, the
calculation of a carbon inventory was done in accordance with
the GHG Protocol Corporate Standard. The results of this carbon
inventory will act as a baseline against which future ATNS carbon
footprints will be benchmarked. In 2013, ATNS continued to

Alliance with the University of Pretoria’s Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Systems
ATNS continues to foster its alliance with the University of
Pretoria’s Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Systems in the areas of wireless communication. This initiative
aims to build capacity and create learning opportunities for both
undergraduate and postgraduate engineering students who come
from historically disadvantaged backgrounds. Opportunities are
created through the Graduate Engineering Training Programme,
vacation work and bursary sponsorship. The students have the
opportunity to further their knowledge and studies through
ATNS contribution, and the alliance is formed on the basis that,
reciprocally, students will conduct ATNS-identified projects that
will yield commercial or operational outcomes for the benefit of
the aviation industry. To this end, a number of completed
projects have been identified to be commercialized and are
currently under review for industrialization.
University of Johannesburg
Aviation Training Academy (ATA), a division of ATNS SOC Ltd,
is fully accredited by the University of Johannesburg to offer
experiential learning programs in Electrical Engineering
(Electronic) Level I & II and Computer Systems Engineering
Level I & II. A student who successfully completes the program
receives accreditation upon submission of a fully documented
logbook and subsequently the university awards a National
Diploma in that respective discipline. The accreditation is valid
for two years with an option to renew once the university
conducts a full audit at ATA facilities. In addition to the
aforementioned six enabler programs, ATNS’s Infrastructure
Investment Strategy and Capital Expenditure Plans are key
enablers of the company’s material economic drivers. ATNS’s
infrastructure development is informed by regulatory
requirements at a global level, enabling new technologies and
addressing the needs of the ATM community.

Capital expenditure projects
With current economic challenges – and airlines facing even
greater pressures on financial performance – ATNS has adopted
the approach of developing business cases for capital expenditure
projects. The business case approach has been a useful tool to
prioritize projects in line with industry requirements.
In line with ATNS’s shareholder mandate to deliver safe skies
and customer-centric services, technology is a central service
enabler. To this end, ATNS has invested in the acquisition of new
and advanced technology for ATM to replace the current national
ATM automation system. Air traffic controllers use the system to
manage and control the national airspace system.
This advanced technology investment initiative will be one of
the largest single capex investments that ATNS has embarked
upon in the last decade and is steered under the Collaborative
ATNS Air Traffic System (CAATS) program. Through this
program, ATNS will enter a new era of operational technology
advancement for the benefit of the ATM community. The South
African aviation infrastructure is considered to be one of the best
in the world, contributing to the country’s aviation safety record.
It is, therefore, imperative that ATNS continues to invest in this
infrastructure to support the country’s transport infrastructure. v
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ATNS – providing safer skies through CAD
At Air Traffic and Navigation Services SOC Limited (ATNS), we strive to excel in implementing superior aviation technology
and continually innovate in search of safer skies.
ATNS is responsible for Air Traffic Control in approximately 10% of the world’s airspace. Our services extend further than the
familiar Air Traffic Control service, into the provision of vitally important aeronautical information used for all flight planning
purposes as well as search and rescue coordination activities and the maintenance of a reliable navigation infrastructure.
The CAD concept provides a single repository for all aeronautical information within Africa, enabling African states to link
to the database and utilise its services. CAD facilitates the flow of aeronautical information necessary for safety, regulatory
requirements and the efficiency of international air navigation. Through implementing CAD, ATNS has reinforced our position
as a key member of the Air Traffic Management community and as a leading contributor to African and global air safety.
CAD
With the continued automation of navigation systems in aviation, the requirement to ensure safety in the skies is dependent on
quality-assured, digital aeronautical information within aircraft flight management systems and Air Traffic Control systems.
To ensure the quality of aeronautical information within South Africa, ATNS has implemented an automated AIM system
which supports ATNS’s own AIM needs as defined in the 21 steps of the ICAO AIS to AIM Roadmap to transition Aeronautical
Information Services (AIS) to Aeronautical Information Management (AIM).
The ATNS Centralised Aeronautical Database (CAD), is based on the EAD concept and integrates it with a digital charting and
AIP solution.
The CAD provides a centralised reference database of quality-assured digital aeronautical information to serve the ATM
community within South Africa. Data entered into the CAD will be cross-checked against various automated systems and
supported by a well-defined quality management system.
There are 3 databases within the CAD system: the Training System, Disaster Recovery and the Production System. These
systems are able to run interdependently (where one fails, the other takes over).
As the data in the CAD is structured in AIXM format, it will allow for easy synchronisation with other AIXM databases like the
EAD which in turn will support the future System Wide Information Management (SWIM).

LD 190

In addition, CAD also contains a web application that gives General Aviation and other users the ability to log in via Internet
Explorer and extract data not previously available in digital format.

Benefits of CAD
• Instant access to aeronautical data not previously
accessible in digital format (topographical and
obstacle data) through a direct network connection
or through an internet-based interface
• Information sharing is no longer confined to
specific systems and can be defined to other aviation
subsystems using the appropriate exchange model
• A database of validated Statistic Data (aerodromes,
NAV-aids and routes)
• Worldwide data maintenance via Slot Management
with standardised AIXM-based Data Exchange
• Application of multiple rules for data validation
• Reporting functionalities and upload and download
management for aeronautical data
Key among the benefits of implementing CAD is the
definition of data providers and users.
• Providers: Data Originators, Air Navigation Service
Providers and State Civil Aviation Authorities
• Users: Aircraft Operators, Airport Operators,
Developers, Military and General Aviation

Features and applications of CAD
• AIP Production: Aeronautical information publication
is fast and simple
• Graphic Validation Tool: Allows users to view
information inserted into the CAD in a graphical
context. Navigational aids and updated airspaces
are visible. Any errors can be corrected directly in
the SDO
• SDO Slot Management: Manages the information in
the CAD through slots. Information can be moved
from one slot to another with ease. All information
goes through various checks before being
committed into the CAD
• Regulating slot content: Various ways of regulating
slots and the content of the information within each
slot is reported by the system and presented in PDF
format

Contact ATNS today on +27 11 607 1000
or email us at marketing@atns.co.za to
discover the value that CAD can add to
your organisation. Alternatively, visit
www.atns.com for more information.

ROUTING AND GUIDANCE

LIGHT THE WAY
Airports can increase capacity and reduce aircraft fuel burn through the efficient
use of airfield ground lighting and advanced visual docking guidance systems
Fredrik Johansson, Safegate Group
Many of today’s airports were constructed and put into
operation during the 1960s and 1970s, in a period
when jet aircraft were only just being introduced and air
travel was booming. The usual way to increase capacity is to
look into the construction of additional infrastructure. However,
quite often the existing infrastructure is used in an inefficient
way and contains hidden and unused capacity.

Performance-based approach
Based on current studies and simulations, the most promising
way to improve airfield performance independent of weather
conditions is unambiguous and continuous guidance for the
flight crew, from approach to on-block. In a recent concept
simulation and validation conducted by SEAC (SESAR European
Airports Consortium), it was shown that improvements in
routing and guidance can have a major effect on an airport’s
operational performance, in turn affecting safety, fuel burn,
predictability of operations and delays. Most airports operate
their airfield lighting control and monitoring systems with an
on/off philosophy – lights are all on or all off. Airfield lighting
has long been standardized in terms of how the setup should be
configured and used.
A scenario could be foreseen where a seamless route from the
runway centerline lights, followed by taxiway centerline lights
guiding all the way into the apron area where the advanced
visual docking guidance system (A-VDGS) takes over and
actively provides the flight crew with visual instructions.

Value of unambiguous guidance
Follow the Green (where the pilot is guided by the airfield
lighting system following the green lights to the parking position
or runway entry) showed that viewing the AGL as a flow

Figure 2: Potential savings through routing and guidance and seamless integration with
advanced visual docking guidance system

management tool improved performance compared with the
way most airports operate today. With aspects such as ATC
workload, situation awareness, aircraft separation and aircraft
guidance, AGL can increase safety and efficiency, and reduce the
cost of airport and airline operations. The real cost savings by
implementing an AGL system can be divided into reduced fuel
burn as a result of a reduced number of stops/accelerations and
minimized taxi time, unlocking latent capacity of the airfield.
In an airfield setup where the airfield lighting route guidance
transitions into apron lead-in lights all the way into the gate,
seamless guidance can be provided with an A-VDGS. Traditional
and future airfield system adaptation and their relationship to
operational flow are shown in Figure 1, with potential
performance improvement and cost savings depending on the
actual situation at the airport. Increasing grades of operational
disturbance can be identified as hot spots – misunderstandings
and high load of radio communication, long taxi time, stopand-go behavior, designated route confusion, etc.

Fuel burn and airfield capacity
Figure 1: Routing and guidance potential. 1 – Traditional airfield guidance, manual
handover between airfield and gate, marshaled guidance during docking; 2 – Active
routing, automatic handover between airfield and gate, A-VDGS guidance during docking
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A 2011 study by Harshad Khadilkar at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (Estimation of Aircraft Taxi-out Fuel Burn
using Flight Data Recorder Archives) shows that of all the factors
that contribute to fuel burn on the surface, total taxi time is the
driving factor. However, acceleration events as a result of start/

ROUTING AND GUIDANCE

slow/stop behavior are also statistically relevant for fuel burn. To
demonstrate the actual savings that can be achieved in terms of
fuel burn and capacity, we used a Boeing 777 as a representative
aircraft type and estimated that the example airport has about
10 minutes of taxi time from runway to parking stand (Figure 2).
The aircraft movements specified for the example airport are
assumed to take place 40% in good visibility and daylight
and 60% in low visibility or at night. The SEAC simulation
shows that taxi time can be reduced approximately 10-30%
depending on weather and light conditions; the more complex
the operational conditions, the more effect the system has on
savings in taxi time and fuel burn.
Fuel burn is a major factor when it comes to cost savings
in airfield operations, defining the potential savings for the
airline and decreased environmental footprint for the airport.
In reference to the above examples, the actual amount of jet
fuel that can be saved by more efficient taxi flow and is
approximately 2.4kg per stop-and-go event and 2kg per 10%
of estimated taxi-time saving. This gives a 30% saving during
low visibility or at night that would be equivalent to 6kg of jet
fuel for 10 minutes’ taxi time.
Separate from fuel savings, the taxi time directly affects the
capacity of the airfield. If each movement’s airfield occupancy is
reduced in time, along with the amount of separation required
between movements, there can be additional movements and
therefore increased throughput. This leads to potentially more
revenue – and a secure future – for the airport. v

Figure 3: Integrated controller working position with routing and guidance

Integrate your Systems
Create your Solution

AviBit is a leading provider of Integrated ATC
Tower Solutions to enhance airspace and airport operations. AviBit solutions are provided
since more than 10 years to ANSPs and airports around the world.

www.rubikon.at

The SafeControl Suite is an integrated and
optimized package to enhance and optimize
tower operation. It includes solutions for arrival and departure planning, electronic flight
strips, integrated information displays and
ground surveillance. All packages are integrated, with optimized usability to reduce a
controller’s workload. AviBit is specialized in
tower integration and able to provide turnkey
solutions for efficient project implementation.
“Enhance your safety – Enhance your
efficiency – Enhance your sustainability”

www.avibit.com
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SCREEN STAR
The latest generation of LCD displays is changing the working environment for air traffic
controllers around the world
Barco
In the late 1990s, Barco created the first plans for a 2K x
2K LCD display for ATC. Now, 15 years after its launch,
more than 14,000 displays have found their way to area
control centers worldwide, making it the most widely accepted
ATC display ever. Barco is now introducing the fourth
generation: ISIS/4.

Product evolution
Over the years, the ISIS displays have progressively advanced to
include new features and technology. Barco was, for example, a
frontrunner in the switch from the early IPS technology to SPVA
LCD alignment structured panels. It also successfully integrated
an Ethernet interface into the ISIS electronic platform as a
standard means of communication for display device control
and monitoring. The clever backlight tray system that has been
incorporated into the ISIS display since day one enabled a
smooth evolution from CCFL to LED-based backlight displays
within the existing mechanical envelope.
Every change has led to improved performance without, of
course, compromising product validation, safety and backward
compatibility. Many customers consider this continuity one of
the key features of the system. After in-depth research had
demonstrated that the market was not ready for a different
format or size (see Keeping the format, below), Barco decided to
stay on the proven path and continue enhancing its trusted ISIS
display. Enter ISIS/4.

Innovative LCD panel
When Barco’s LCD module supplier decided to discontinue its
product, Barco chose another experienced partner. Thanks to
the new partnership, the ISIS/4 display fosters an outstanding
optical performance, delivering an unseen color gamut and
saturation. The IPS-pro next TFT module brings super-wide
viewing angles – HV 178° with CR≥ 10 – and a typical contrast
of 1500:1. The carefully designed optical stack results in
sublime brightness uniformity on the white, gray and black
video content.

KEEPING THE FORMAT
With the square 2K displays on the market for so many years now, was it
time for an alternative, Barco wondered? The company asked its users. In
the autumn of 2012, key customers worldwide were invited to participate in
a questionnaire and brainstorming exercise. The result was an eye-opener:
they preferred sticking to the trusted 2K x 2K format.
These findings have been confirmed by third-party research over the
past few years. Exercises looking into the ability of embedding ATC onto one
single piece of glass revealed that bigger sizes and non-square displays
have negative side-effects: neck strain and eye fatigue for the controller,
optical anomalies (color shifting and reflections), handling and installation
issues (due to the heavier weight) as well as drastic software and humanmachine interface (HMI) changes and the need for re-qualification.
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The AMAN Queue Management software won the best-in-class award at the SWIM
Master Class by SESAR

Moreover, the winning combination of the anti-glare treated
front polarizer and the new LCD technology counters the need for
protective front glass for reasons of electromagnetic interference.
The ISIS/4 meets the EN and FCC limit B levels. Upon customer
request, Barco can also provide an optional front glass.
The unique LCD production process means that the number
of bright sub-pixels can be reduced to zero. This guarantees zero
bright dots on-screen and contributes to the safety aspects of the
controller working position (CWP) environment.

More video inputs and connectivity
Besides an active area of 28in in the diagonal (H x V, 20 x 20in)
and a 2048 x 2048 resolution, the new ISIS/4 also brings
improved connectivity. Two dual-link DVIs and two display
ports accommodate existing and future graphic card interfaces.
With optimal Ethernet connectivity and both USB upstream and
downstream connections, the ISIS/4 can be integrated into any
ATM system.

Sleek, modern design
As more and more area control centers opt for an open and
modern architecture, Barco paid special attention to the design
of the fourth-generation ISIS. The newcomer is sleek, with slim
and neatly finished plastic covers that hide the cabling on the
top, through the display stand, down to the lower part of the
furniture. More than sporting the perfect looks, the product

DISPLAYS

The ISIS/4 ATC display offers more
connectivity, a new user-friendly design
and lower energy consumption

design is optimized to offer a fanless integration too. High
optical efficiency leads to less power consumption and less heat
to absorb.

Greener concept
Barco made the ISIS/4 extremely energy-efficient to reduce the
energy cost of an ATM system. In standard operations – at
60-80cd/m² settings on the ATCO side – the display consumes
a mere 50W, while full brightness energy consumption does
not exceed 100W. The spare and redundant CWPs, which are
integrated into the overall ATM system to ensure its 24/7
uptime, consume virtually no energy when inactive (0.5W
power consumption in ‘soft off’ status). A specific power
controller function monitors the display inputs and will awake
the unit when sync on the video signal returns. The ISIS/4
comes with display power management systems (DPMS) and
standby modes, as standard.

Backward compatibility and future-proof
Wondering about the compatibility of the new features? Don’t
worry. Backward compatibility will always be a key – and much
appreciated – feature of the ISIS product line. Ever since the
display’s introduction in 2000, Barco has stuck to the adagio
‘form fit function’. The new ISIS/4 has some design changes,
such as the connectors are now on the top and the outline is
smaller, thanks to a smaller bezel. To overcome console
integration issues, Barco has developed a mechanical kit that
mimics the outline and mounting points of the former ISIS. By
keeping the analog video interface and the serial communication
on board, customers will not face any electrical and signaling
compatibility issues. Moreover, a GPIO (general purpose input/

SESAR PRAISES BARCO’S ATC SOFTWARE
More than building ATC displays, Barco is also a renowned software
components player in the ATC market. Its ATC software offering comprises
tools for display development, aerodrome surveillance, radar fall-back and
line management.
The company’s OSYRIS Queue Management software is used by air
navigation service providers and airspace users worldwide to ensure an
integrated air traffic arrival, departure and flow management, thus reducing
operator workload and ensuring a smooth and efficient air traffic flow.
Customers aside, air traffic market experts also laud the innovativeness
of Barco Orthogon’s Queue Management portfolio. Last November, the
Arrival Management (AMAN) Human Machine Interface for Controller
Working Positions, part of the OSYRIS line, won the best-in-class award
at the System-Wide Information Management (SWIM) Master Class by
SESAR, the European air traffic control infrastructure modernization
program and Eurocontrol.
The award-winning controller working position HMI application is
based on its open HMI ‘plug-in’ platform ODS designed to meet the needs
of today’s and future ATM with SWIM. In combination with NATS and
Snowflakes’ winning web services, the application can display real-time
arrival sequences calculated by the AMAN at London Heathrow Airport.

output) interface is ready to accommodate future features, such
as input switching through external ‘hard’ buttons.

Product launch
The new ISIS/4 was first showcased at ATCA 2013 in
Washington DC, USA, in October 2013, and had its European
première at the recent World ATM Congress in Madrid. It is now
available for sales. v
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Eye-catching in every way
ISIS 4th generation
The new ISIS 2Kx2K main display for air traffic control has everything you
wanted, and more. Based on discussions with major stakeholders in air traffic
control, we’ve turned ISIS into something that truly catches your eye.
See more contrast from a wider angle to observe every track. Improve comfort
and performance thanks to the slim and fan-less design. Extend lifespan
through smart obsolescence management. Reduce environmental footprint
DHL 1024
0
0 300

with low-power LED backlights.
And guide aircraft safely through today’s crowded airspace
- at a price never seen before.

QFA3334
0
18 305

CPA1212
18
22 308

www.barco.com/atc

LIGHTNING DETECTION

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT
Integrating total lightning information into aviation operations helps to maintain safe and
efficient operations during convective events
James Anderson and Sandra Humenik, Earth Networks
As Earth heats up and our climate changes, for every
degree of atmospheric warming, research indicates there
will be a 10-fold increase in lightning. As temperatures
increase, so will the rate of thunderstorms and lightning. For the
aviation sector, the increased risk of potential severe weather
events will impact operations both in flight and on the ground.

Understanding convective weather
Convective weather is closely correlated to thunderstorms that
generate lightning strikes, turbulence, icing, hail, microbursts
and associated windshear. These events pose considerable risk to
aircraft, crew and passengers while in flight, during approach,
arrival and departure. Ground operations are also at risk.
To illustrate, initial electrification and in-cloud lightning
begins in the top layer of a developing cloud (Figure 1a) (updraft
region), which reaches about -59˚F (25,000ft in the summer)
along with mixed hydrometeors (water and ice) coexisting in a
region. During the maturity phase of cloud formation, energy
has increased (Figure 1b), and lightning continues to build in
the updraft region, which generates convective hazards such as
intense turbulence, hail, icing conditions and lightning. Cloudto-ground lightning also commences, as well as potential
microbursts and associated windshear.
It is also important to note that initial in-cloud lightning
may occur 5-30 minutes prior to the associated weather
phenomenon. Therefore, it is important for aviation
professionals to monitor both in-cloud and cloud-to-ground
(called ‘total lightning’) activity within their operations. Early
detection of in-cloud lightning provides advanced warning of
these aviation hazards, which enables timely routing decisions
for inflight aircraft, as well as protective actions on the ground.

Gaining insight with total lightning detection
The correlation of total lightning detection to convective weather
hazards is further evidenced by case studies and statistical
analyses suggesting that an increase in total lightning (in-cloud
lightning in particular) indicates the presence or increased
likelihood of hazards such as hail, icing and turbulence.
The Earth Networks Total Lightning Network (ENTLN) is the
largest lightning network, providing long-range detection of
both in-cloud and cloud-to-ground lightning on a continental
scale (Figure 2). The ENTLN comprises more than 700 sensors
detecting total lightning with a unique wideband frequency
range for detection at the highest degree of accuracy. Detailed
total lightning data can be used in nowcasting severe weather
phenomena, such as storm cells, updrafts and downburst
winds, hail, heavy precipitation and icing. The ENTLN provides
aviation professionals with integrated total lightning information
on a national scale, powering real-time severe weather
nowcasting and alerting. These features are useful in support
of inflight operations during severe weather. The wide area and

Figure 1a (top) and 1b (above): Lightning related to thunderstorm development

proximity alerting capability of the ENTLN provides critical
weather information to tower control operators for enhanced
safety during approach, landing and take-off. It also provides
safety alerting for operation crews and passengers on the ground.
These tools require minimal training and deliver vital information
that is easy to comprehend for flight planning and pilot briefings.

Real-time tracking and alerts
Earth Networks monitors total lightning data from the ENTLN
by tracking developing lightning cells in real time. By
monitoring the total lightning flash rates in cells, it is possible to
issue Earth Networks’ Dangerous Thunderstorm Alerts (DTAs)
with a lead time of up to 30 minutes before ground-level severe
weather develops. The system generates purple alert polygons
(Figure 3), which define areas likely to be impacted by severe
conditions. The cell tracking and DTAs can be used as an
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Figure 2: The ENTLN provides continental scale total lightning detection over land and sea

Figure 3: StreamerRT image showing total lightning, cell tracks and DTAs (purple
polygons) over Florida’s Gulf coast

automated severe storm tracking tool, which can augment radar
and be used to issue reliable severe weather warnings. The DTAs
and associated storm cell polygons are also valuable in-flight by
highlighting areas of probable turbulence and defining flight
avoidance zones for safer, more precise routing. In many cases,
these tools can be used where radar data is unavailable.

Making the case for total lightning integration
Evidence has shown a presence and increase in in-cloud
lightning prior to convective events. Therefore, in-cloud
lightning provides advance warning to severe weather. Utilizing
ENTLN data, the US National Transportation and Safety Board
(NTSB) analyzed multiple inflight convective events (turbulence,
thunderstorms, etc) and recommended in its May 2012 formal
Safety Recommendation to the FAA the utilization of in-cloud
and cloud-to-ground (total) lightning detection in weather
displays at air route traffic and terminal radar control approach
centers, as well as in technology used in the cockpit.
Another case that shows the value of in-cloud lightning
detection was an event at Baltimore/Washington International
Thurgood Marshall Airport in the USA on September 12, 2013.
Early that afternoon, a storm cell formed with heavy lightning,
resulting in a lightning strike to the control tower that injured an
employee. The ENTLN detected the first in-cloud lightning 47
minutes prior to the reported time of the strike.
Government aviation agencies are also integrating total
lightning into their operations. Most notable is the US Air Force
Weather Agency, which uses data from the ENTLN, as well as a
weather visualization tool called StreamerRT, to monitor total
lightning and track severe weather in real time, supporting Air
Force operations around the world. Earth Networks’ total
lightning data and StreamerRT are also used at NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center’s Wallops Flight Facility to aid personnel in
decision making and helping to ensure range safety during
rocket launches and aircraft operations.
A unique aviation case is SESCAM (Servicio de Salud de
Castilla-La Mancha, Spain), a regional healthcare organization
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Figure 4: ENTLN data integrated into MeteoStar’s Flight Explorer system provides
enhanced visibility for routing of aircraft out of harm’s way

that operates four medevac helicopters under VFR (visual flight
rules). Since 2010, Earth Networks has provided real-time
weather and lightning data from nearly 200 high-end, aviationgrade automated weather stations, and web-based visualization
tools and alerts used to safely deploy emergency helicopters
24/7 when urgent medical response is required.
In commercial aviation, Orlando International Airport in
central Florida is the travel hub for many of the largest vacation
destinations in the USA. The climate in Florida is particularly
conducive to convective events. Airport officials and airline staff
implemented a complete early warning system consisting of an
automated weather station equipped with an ENTLN sensor,
StreamerRT visualization and an indoor alerting tool. The system
provides personnel at 20 airlines with insight into weather and
lightning information for informed decision-making and
improved on-time performance. Numerous other airports have
implemented the same technology, including Miami
International Airport in the USA, Madrid Barajas Airport in
Spain and Dirección Nacional de Aeronáutica Civil in Paraguay.
ENTLN data is also available as a data feed for easy integration
into aviation support applications. For example, Earth Networks
provides MeteoStar with global lightning information for
integration into its Flight Explorer system (Figure 4) product, an
environmental analysis and display system. The integration of
total lightning data enables MeteoStar to provide its clients with
enhanced visibility into dangerous lightning and severe storm
events for improved situational awareness. The bottom line is
that aviation professionals must consider integrating total
lightning information into aviation operations for improved
safety in-flight and on the ground.

Managing convective events
Case study evidence warrants the use of total lightning
information, particularly in-cloud lightning, as an effective tool
for improved visibility and increased lead-time in the prediction
of convective events as recommended by the NTSB to the FAA.
ENTLN enables total lightning detection for real-time severe
weather nowcasting and alerting applicable to all aspects of
aviation operations. From the cockpit, to terminal air space, to
ground operations, using real-time total lightning and precise
storm cell location and tracking information will improve safety in
the air and on the ground, as well as enabling efficient scheduling
and operational continuity during severe weather events. v
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RECORDING SOLUTIONS

DATA CAPTURE
Advances in lossless video compression algorithms have led to hardware-based ATM
video recording solutions becoming a viable option to coexist with data-based recording
solutions, providing the ultimate in scenario recreation
EIZO
Historically, ATM recording solutions have comprised a
number of systems from various manufacturers,
resulting in a limited ability to synchronize the data at
playback. Although synchronization has been possible, these
methods varied from proprietary serial protocols, which
required development by one of these system providers, to
manual operator alignment – and accuracy was a challenge.
Over the past 10 years, providers of recording solutions have
made developments to incorporate further data sets, such as
surveillance data received over serial and network protocols and
network data. The need to synchronously record and play back
such data to support the investigative process continues to
advance with greater use of the IP network, for example with
VoIP communication. These solutions are generally referred to as
‘legal recording’ and provide evidential standard material in the
event of an investigation.
ATM solutions also typically include an integrated recording
solution. This is generally achieved through recording X
protocol. X protocol is a data-stream oriented language that
applications (X clients) and the graphics display system (X
server) use to communicate with each other. Because it is a data
stream, it is relatively easy to intercept, analyze and record. An X
protocol recording system monitors protocol traffic between
clients and the server and converts it into a form that can be
replayed later. During replay, drawing requests from clients are
recreated to simulate their original appearance and activity.
Although this is a tried-and-tested method, it is necessary for
it to support changes in the ATM system through software
revisions. This can have an impact on the ability to initially
record and subsequently play back the recordings. These
requirements cause the need for changes to the recording system
for every software revision that takes place, which can prove a
costly exercise. Perhaps more importantly is the fact that it
cannot guarantee a 100% faithful playback of video actually
displayed at a position due to the manner in which the data is
recorded and subsequently ‘simulated’ during playback.

The combination of advances in video compression and the reduced cost of storage has
led to solutions such as Re/Vue becoming a viable option

Hardware-based solutions

and reduction in the cost of associated storage devices. Such
solutions used to require several terabytes of storage for a small
number of positions. Data can now be retained for up to 90 days
without the need for extensive back-end storage solutions. One
of the advantages is that not only is the recording a guaranteed
reproduction of the signal sent to the monitor, but solutions
such as EIZO’s Re/Vue Mini and Re/Vue Mini Duo recording and
streaming devices can also record each pixel from every frame
and still have reduced storage requirements.
Furthermore, EIZO’s Re/Vue recording products encode and
compress the data locally within the capture device, reducing
the bandwidth required to transfer the data to remote storage or
third-party recording solutions and negating the need for
software encoding on remote servers. This advantage greatly
affects the scalability of solutions and is an important
consideration in the overall cost of ownership.
An important factor of the hardware component is failsafe
interfacing to the video signal itself. This guarantees continued
operation of the connected display in the event of a failure of the
capture hardware. Failsafe operation of the capture hardware

More recently, organizations with specialized graphics
experience, such as EIZO, have developed hardware-based
solutions with the ability to encode and record the video signal
displayed on the local monitor. This is achieved by intercepting
the video signals and performing encoding and/or compression
either locally or through connected servers. This methodology
has generated considerable interest from the industry as a result
of the benefits it brings to the overall solution.
Hardware-based video technology has progressed further in
recent years, with major advances in compression technology

Local encoding and compression of the video signal benefits system scalability
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may include redundant power supplies and network interfaces
and the inclusion of local storage to ensure the integrity of data
in the event of a network failure.
Care should be taken in selecting the right solution provider
and hardware, as system performance, availability and the
quality of recorded data can vary if key areas are not considered,
such as frame rate, compression algorithm, lossless compression
capability, device redundancy and future-proof capability.

Compression algorithm
Although all the above factors should be taken into account, the
compression algorithm is probably the most important of all, as
an ill-informed selection could render the solution inadequate to
support the principal need. An essential point in the selection of
a compression algorithm or specific solution for the purposes of
recording video displayed on a primary ATM display is that
during playback, the data displayed must be indisputable.
For secondary displays with lower resolution, such as
electronic flight strips, voice switch panels and video surveillance,
the selection of an open standard compression algorithm, such as
H.264, may be preferential. Such algorithms are generally better
suited to displays whose content refreshes at a higher rate than
typical ATM displays and contain more complex, non-vector
based images. EIZO’s Re/Vue Lite H.264 encoding and streaming
device is designed specifically for such applications. While Re/Vue
Lite devices generate larger amounts of data per pixel than other
Re/Vue products, the connected monitors are lower in resolution
than typical ATM displays, helping to redress the balance.

Examples of image artifacts (left) and lossless recorded images (right) demonstrating
the importance of the selection of an appropriate compression algorithm

Although hardware-based solutions guarantee reproduction of
the video displayed on the monitor, interactive playback is
currently not possible. While zooming and panning of the
recorded image is supported by some solutions, data not
displayed at the time of recording cannot be reproduced. ATM
data recording can provide interactive playback by replaying the
recorded data back to the ATM application as if in real time.
This enables the user to manipulate the ATM tools available to
review areas beyond those recorded by the display recording
component and to adjust the settings to provide wider
information regarding a particular scenario.
ANSPs should choose both hardware- or data-based solutions.
With hardware-based video recording becoming more affordable,
it is now a viable option and, complemented by traditional data
recording, can provide the best solution for ATM environments.
It is possible to provide both passive and interactive playback in
a synchronized solution. With the selection of a fully featured
solution and hardware devices that address the typical issues,
ANSPs can have the best of both worlds. v
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BUILT TO ORDER
How is the design and validation of instrument flight procedures changing with the
performance-based navigation concept?
Paolo Mezzacapo, ENAV Airspace Design Department
The current ATM world
relies on aircraft navigation
capabilities and performances
and on the technological support
provided by advanced systems
for the provision of ATC services.
ATC systems and tools are being
enhanced through many research
and development programs undertaken
over the past few years with synergies
at an international level.
In order to fully support this
modernization effort in the ATM
world, it is important to have
a network of routes and flight
procedures based on the most
advanced ATC concepts and solutions
that have been developed, tested,
validated and implemented.
In the past, instrument flight
procedures (IFPs) were mainly based
on the conventional navigation
concept, with aircraft following signals
provided by ground-based navigation
aids, whose positioning did not always
define efficient routes for the conduct
of the flight, and optimized paths that
could support air traffic controllers in
carrying out their tasks.
Existing flight procedures,
especially those for complex terminal
areas, are often not able to facilitate
the management of traffic, in
Top: The point of merge system (PMS) showing PANS-OPS exported in a GIS environment. Above left: PMS example of a double
particular the execution of preleg draft design. Above right: PMS example of a sequencing PANS-OPS design
sequencing and sequencing tasks.
The direct consequence is the limited
use of published flight procedures in
requirements and constraints identified in each specific terminal
favor of the vectoring technique, which consists of positioning
area. On the one hand, the greater flexibility allowed in the
aircraft by assigning specific headings based on the use of radar.
definition of flight paths, and therefore in the use of the airspace
This technique may be extremely effective. However, it
and the provision of ATC, is clearly beneficial. On the other,
requires high levels of workload for both controllers and pilots,
this increased flexibility will inevitably require greater ability to
who are already in a critical phase of flight, and an increase in
better interpret the operational constraints and needs that must
concentration, leading to high levels of stress and a consequent
be addressed to identify the best solutions to be applied.
overall reduction of ATM system capacity.
The term ‘design’ indicates a complex process, made
Improving designs
up of initial requirements and objectives, regulatory and
Area navigation, in the framework of the ICAO performanceenvironmental constraints, feasibility analysis, design options
based navigation (PBN) concept, has completely changed not
and final proposed solutions.
only the way flight procedures are designed, but also the way
Having overcome limitations due to the placement of radio
they are imagined and customized according to the operational
navigation aids, it becomes even more important to identify the
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Far left: Ground
validation and
dynamic simulation
of flight behavior
Left: Ground
validation and
simulation of
trajectories with
different wind
conditions

operational constraints and needs in order to optimize the
design phase, where a large number of solutions and options
can now be evaluated.
Therefore, flight procedures design organizations (FPDOs)
should include the right competencies that could permit,
through a mix of IFP technical knowledge and a strong ATM/
ATC background, the interpretation and understanding of
the operational requirements, and the ability to turn them into
design requirements to be further developed and finalized by
the design laboratory, in order to propose an effective solution.
A purely technical capacity, referring to the sole application of
design criteria, is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the
effective provision of procedures and airspace design services in
line with the progress we are seeing in the world of aviation and
in line with the expectations of the ATM world.

Point merge system
In this framework, one interesting concept recently developed
is the point merge system (PMS). This is one of the most
innovative concepts for the purpose of merging multiple traffic
streams and sequencing large numbers of aircraft, with increased
capacity obtained through a large reduction in the workload of
operators and a major reduction in stress levels.
The original concept is based on the definition of one or more
sequencing legs equidistant from a point of merger, separated by
a predefined offset with the objective of avoiding clutter on the
operators’ radar screen.
The traffic is initially cleared along the entire procedure
and then, when there is adequate spacing from the preceding
aircraft, it is authorized to the merge point with a ‘direct to’
instruction, then continues navigating to the final approach.
Concentric arcs, defined at an appropriate distance from
the sequencing leg and depicted on the ATC radar screen, will
support the controller in the visual assessment of the appropriate
timing for the provision of ‘direct to’ clearance.
The PMS concept can be considered extremely interesting
thanks to the flexibility it can offer as a function of operational
requirements that need to be addressed.
The initial concept, gradually developed and validated, was
mainly based on level-off sequencing legs, thereby requiring that
a radar separation exists between aircraft along each sequencing
leg, obtained by accurate pre-sequencing before aircraft enter the
PMS structure.

An evolution of this concept is obtained, for example, by
implementing sequencing legs that allow more levels to be used,
reducing the workload of the ‘feeding sectors’ and permitting
a more flexible and efficient structure. This can be done by
designing a single sequencing leg, or by designing a double leg
with an ‘at or above’ restriction for the highest one, associated
with an ‘at or below’ restriction on the lowest one, guaranteeing
vertical separation if there is no lateral separation.

Validation process
In conclusion, many possibilities are offered to customize
the original PMS concept and the best solution will depend on
the operational needs and constraints. An important step of the
design process, to verify and validate the solution that has been
developed, is the ground validation (GV), carried out as part of
the IFP validation. The purpose of IFP validation, as stated in
ICAO Doc 9906, Quality Assurance Manual for Flight Procedure
Design, is to “obtain a qualitative assessment of procedure design
including obstacle, terrain and navigation data, and provide an
assessment of flyability of the procedure”.
GV is the first step of this validation process and consists
basically of an independent design review, with the objectives
of confirming the correct application of design criteria and
verifying data accuracy and integrity, and a flyability analysis
to confirm the correct PMS behavior and to highlight any issues
with the choice of waypoint and segment lengths.
Although the independent design review is a concept
applicable to both conventional and area navigation (RNAV)
flight procedures and is based mainly on competency of design
issues and criteria, the flyability analysis for RNAV IFP could
require the availability of a desktop simulator, to avoid the need
to conduct flight validation activities that are more expensive.
Desktop simulators can provide an important indication on
correct procedure coding, and ground-based and space-based
station coverage, and can simulate the trajectories and profiles
of different aircraft in different weight configurations and wind
conditions, to ensure that the implementation of the designed
procedure won’t lead to any operational issues.
In conclusion, to face the challenges of these new PBN-based
IFPs, FPDOs are required to invest in technologies and human
resources to encompass all the means and competencies needed
to provide consistent and effective design solutions to adequately
support the modern ATM system. v
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EASY INVOICING
ANSPs, airports and airlines can all benefit from improvements to invoice delivery
and payment services
IATA
ANSPs need to provide good infrastructure and services
to support industry growth, and to do this they need
access to stable financial services. IATA launched its
Enhancement and Financing (E&F) Services in the early 1990s
to offer financial stability to operators. Since then it has grown to
offer electronic invoicing and payment services, simplifying the
process for ANSPs and airlines.
“E&F started by submitting financial claims with basic, paperbased invoicing,” explains Arnaud Francq, director, financial
exchange and card products. “We received information by fax or
post, processed it and then printed and mailed invoices
manually. E&F started with ATC invoicing, helping to finance
investments in infrastructure enhancements in developing
countries. Further development came when IATA reached out to
airport/ANSP clients and airlines to identify their pain points. We
worked with the authorities to implement an automatic, electronic
way to submit invoicing data. Airlines asked for the ability to
pay in local currency through IATA’s billing and settlement plan
(BSP). We incorporated both these requests and many others,
which led to offering more value and efficiency to clients.”

Settlement systems
E&F Services bill and collect air navigation and airport charges
on behalf of ANSPs, airport authorities and civil aviation
authorities. The service covers two main areas – ATC Service for
ANSPs, which was launched in 1991, and the Airport E&F
Services for airport authorities, which started in 1999.
Increasingly, tourism authorities, government ministries and
civil aviation authorities also use E&F.
When embarking on investment projects, ANSPs need to be
able to forecast cash flow over several months and years, and

banks will not be satisfied with just an indication of volumes –
they want prompt payment too. IATA recognized this need and
created E&F to ensure that cash comes in on a regular basis. So
far, more than 30 ANSPs, 60 airports and 4,500 airlines/operators
use IATA’s E&F Services, with almost US$4bn collected annually
across all continents at a collection rate close to 100%.
IATA operates several settlement systems for airlines, two of
which are used to collect money for airport/ANSP charges on a
regular basis. The first is the BSP, which is used by travel agents
to pay money over to airlines in local currency. “These are
country-specific platforms around the world. When you buy a
ticket from a travel agent, you pay the agent, and the agent
submits payment to IATA through the BSP on an agreed cycle,”
explains Francq. “The money is then consolidated across all
agents and remitted to the airline. This means agents only have
to make one payment to the BSP for all sales on all BSPparticipating airlines, and airlines receive one payment from all
agents. IATA does a lot of credit control and risk management
related to this activity. E&F has a special role in the system,
whereby funds that are due to the airline can be redirected to
pay invoices issued by the authorities.”
The second settlement system is the ICH (IATA clearing
house), which is used by airlines for payments between each
other for interline activity. “Airlines sell tickets on each other’s
flights and at some point need to share the revenue between
each other,” says Francq. “This involves a lot of calculations, but
especially involves a lot of transactions as each passenger’s
itinerary is different. Rather than sending hundreds or thousands
of wire transfers back and forth every day, the ICH allows
everyone to submit claims, the system calculates the net amount
due by/owed to each airline, and distributes the information to
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IATA’s Enhancement & Financing Services have been helping ANSPs collect air navigation fees from airlines quickly, efficiently and safely for over 20 years

the participants. Consequently, airlines receive a pay-out or
pay-in once per week, hugely simplifying their workload. E&F
submits claims to the ICH on behalf of the authorities.”
Increasingly suppliers are using this system to simplify the
payment process. The ICH handles payments in US dollars,
pounds sterling and euros.
E&F also ensures a simple process for the airlines by verifying
that all data is accurate and invoices are safely delivered and
presented in a consistent way. Electronic supporting details are
provided to enable automation and reconciliation. This enables
the airlines to settle invoices in a very simple way while
minimizing their bank charges.

Standardizing invoice delivery
In 2010, IATA airline members started a massive project to move
to an electronic invoicing platform for invoices sent between
airlines, called IATA SIS (simplified interline settlement). Airlines
and partners invested in systems to exchange the unified
standard for aviation invoices, the IS-XML. The standard has
also grown to accommodate airports, ANSPs, ground handlers,
caterers and maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) operators.
This year, IATA E&F has moved to the SIS platform, distributing
invoices through channels that the airlines know and trust.
“E&F takes data from clients and performs a data cleansing
and verification process. After that is done, we produce IS-XML
invoices. These are then sent to the airlines. A large number
have direct links into their system, so the invoices arrive
automatically in their accounts payable or invoice workflow
software. Others download the invoice from the web manually,”
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Francq explains. Electronic invoicing can save airlines US$500m
in invoice management costs, and E&F enables those benefits to
be extended to ANSPs and airports.
The IS-XML standard is continuously evolving and new fields
are being added to respond to changing reality. “IATA has an
initiative called the ‘e-Invoicing mobilization’ campaign to
encourage airports that may not use the E&F service to still use
the IS-XML invoice standard,” says Francq. “By pushing IT
suppliers to accept the standard, and encouraging everyone to
send and receive it, setup and maintenance costs of handling
legacy or multiple systems will drop and efficiency will be
increased. We are also constantly working on service
enhancements for specific issues, for example IATA’s e-Fleet
database, which is a global database of aircraft information,
including ownership information that we can use for billing.”
Imagine running a global airline with 30, 50 or 100
destinations. Rather than having to adapt to dozens of invoice
formats, every invoice comes in the same format from IATA in a
standard developed by the airlines themselves. If an error slips
into an invoice, airlines have one common email address
worldwide to report disputes or issues with all IATA E&F
clients. This streamlining process saves money for airlines.
For almost 70 years, IATA has been representing, leading and
serving the airline industry. And with more than 240 members
representing 84% of global air traffic, and offices in the farthest
corners of the world, IATA knows what airlines need from their
financial systems: security, stability and simplicity. With E&F, the
whole aviation industry can benefit from the financial expertise
that airlines have valued for so long. v
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SCHOOL OF THOUGHT
A global approach to training could improve the standard of air
traffic services around the world
Interview with Anne Kathrine Jensen, CEO of Entry Point North
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ATC personnel need to be highly skilled and focused
to work in such a high-risk and safety-conscious
environment. These are qualities that can be hard to
come by. NATS in the UK reported last year that out of the 3,000
applications it receives for air traffic controller positions on a
quarterly basis, only 20 pass every stage and validate. And once
an individual has made it into the industry, they then have to
keep up-to-date with constantly changing regulations and
technologies. To ensure that all employees meet the expected
standards, high quality ATC training is essential. How have
training standards changed over the years and how can the
industry work toward a more global approach?
Anne Kathrine Jensen, CEO of Entry Point North, one of the
world’s largest air traffic service (ATS) academies, believes that
the biggest challenge with regard to ATC training is to maintain
a high-quality training service while keeping costs down.
“Historically, ATC training used to be done primarily in-house
and almost every country still has an academy that is a part of
the domestic ANSP,” says Jensen. “The big challenge, especially
for countries with few air traffic control officers and limited
training needs, is to keep training material up-to-date with
changing regulations, maintain the training experts’ skills and
competences, and be cost-effective at the same time. Each of the
academies also needs to have technical and support functions in
place, such as a quality management system, a simulator
platform and good management staff.”
To meet these challenges, the industry should work toward
a more cooperative approach that enables ANSPs to gain
synergies. In recent years European Commission initiatives
toward a Single European Sky have resulted in attempts to
cooperate between neighboring countries – FABs (Functional
Airspace Blocks). A global ICAO Trainair Plus program aims
to share the knowledge and best practices among training
providers. These are some signs of the ATC industry’s efforts to
be more cooperative.”

International growth

Entry Point North is one of the
largest air traffic services academies
in Europe offering ATM training
solutions that meet all international
rules and standards including ICAO
and Eurocontrol ESARR 5

Entry Point North is a proven example of ATC training
cooperation across borders. The academy was established in
2006 by the three Scandinavian ANSPs: LFV (Sweden), Naviair
(Denmark) and Avinor (Norway) to achieve economies of
scale, increase harmonization and ensure high-quality training.
“During the first years, the academy mostly provided training to
Scandinavian students,” says Jensen. “However, continuous work
toward international expansion and our success in delivering
premium training generated high interest for our services
globally.” From January 2014, the Irish Aviation Authority
(IAA) became the fourth equal owner of Entry Point North.
The academy offers a wide range of aviation-related training
courses and services for ANSPs, airports and other organizations.
At its three training sites in Sweden, Ireland and Hungary, it
delivers various ATM, air traffic safety electronics (ATSEP),
human factor, safety and English language training courses.
The training can also be offered on customer premises for both
ab initio students and operational staff. Being an international
center of aviation related training know-how and competences,
Entry Point North is especially proud of its international high
caliber staff, its key resource. The staff originates from more than
16 countries and speaks over 20 languages.
The latest addition to Entry Point North’s family is its new
academy in Ireland, which was opened in January 2014. As a
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Entry Point North is a total ATM training solution provider for aspiring and operational air traffic controllers, air traffic safety electronics, air flight information service and air traffic services personnel

fully owned training subsidiary of Entry Point North, it delivers
ATS training for the IAA from its training centers in Ballycasey,
Shannon and Dublin. “The Irish academy is staffed by
experienced ATS instructors from the IAA and delivers costeffective ab initio, unit, continuation and development training
based on our proven Scandinavian training methodology and
philosophy,” explains Jensen. “In addition, Entry Point North
provides on-site support to local course supervisors, instructors
and assistants, as well as training material and concepts.”

Establishing global standards
Although Entry Point North does work with students from
all over the world, the majority of its training courses are still
provided in Europe. However, the company believes that a
global training approach would be extremely beneficial to the
whole industry. At the moment, Europe follows Eurocontrol
Common Core Content training, North America has a regional
standard and the rest of the world follows an ICAO standard.
One of the latest Entry Point North cooperative projects is
the development and delivery of a harmonized Area Control
Surveillance (ACS) Rating training module for five ANSPs in EU
member states: Austria, Croatia, Denmark, Ireland and Sweden.
“It was mutually beneficial to work together in developing a
common course with five COOPANS partners. In addition to
the economy of scale, the harmonization of the training provides
flexibility when assigning training instructors and combining
student classes,” Jensen says.
“Interest in Entry Point North is growing worldwide. Our
services are delivered throughout Europe, the Middle East,
Africa and the Far East. Recently we have delivered ATSEP
training programs in Abu Dhabi and Hong Kong and contracted
tailor made English and Initial ATC programs for Saudi Arabia
and a Training Management Program for China. We are also
actively engaged in building long-term partnerships with various

KEY AREAS ANSPS NEED TO CONSIDER WHEN IT COMES
TO TRAINING THEIR STAFF, ACCORDING TO ANNE
KATHRINE JENSEN, CEO OF ENTRY POINT NORTH
• A professional selection and recruitment process can greatly affect the
success rate of controllers
• The importance of a ‘red thread’ in an operational relation between the
initial, unit, continuation and development training
• The new ATCO student generation demands changes in the on-the-job
training instructors and competence assessors approach
• Harmonization and economies of scale can be gained through mutually
beneficial cooperation
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organizations, such as the Civil Aviation Management Institute
of China (CAMIC) and GroupEAD,” Jensen explains. Having
extensive experience in providing training around the world,
Entry Point North continuously improves and learns by
gathering the best knowledge and practices from more than 80
customers worldwide.
To ensure that training remains relevant and up-to-date at the
company’s three training sites and across all its courses, Entry
Point North has a dedicated development department, which
is responsible for researching and developing new products
and services, as well as keeping the current training materials
up-to-date. “Here every detail of a new or tailor-made training
course is analyzed and solutions are suggested to find the perfect
match with our customers’ expectations,” says Jensen. “The
fully integrated quality management system also assures that all
training courses and material are in line with the latest demands
and regulations in the industry and relevant to real-life situations
in aviation,” she adds.
In addition to the challenge of keeping training materials
relevant, there is also a cost perspective to take into account.
“Currently there is no real market price for ATC training,” Jensen
says. “Many local academies are still an integrated part of ANSPs,
which makes it difficult to have an open market. Often the
academies’ fixed costs are already covered by the ANSP therefore
they can offer the training for externals at a much lower than
actual market price.”
Despite these challenges, Entry Point North continues
its global expansion. The company plans to establish new
subsidiaries and partnerships and increase its customer base
at its training sites. “To respond to our clients’ needs, we are
planning to offer more training services,” Jensen concludes. v

In need of training?
Entry Point North, the premier ATS
academy, offers top-quality aviation training
courses and services at its modern facilities in
Sweden, Hungary and Ireland, and at customer site.
With its global experience, Entry Point North is a
reliable training partner that offers versatile solutions
for any of your training needs.

Training without boundaries

www.entrypointnorth.com
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FLIGHT REVOLUTION
Technological advances over the past 100 years have transformed the modern
aviation industry, making it safer and more comfortable for passengers and crew
James Bryson, president of Honeywell Aerospace – EMEAI
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When you step into a modern airliner, it is worth
stopping to think how far aviation has come over the
past 100 years. Today’s passenger jets use composite
materials, are highly fuel-efficient, generate up to 500GB of
data every flight and use a combination of advanced cockpit
technology, soft LED lighting, lower pressurization and higher
humidity levels to keep passengers safe and comfortable.
Roll back 100 years to January 1, 1914, when the world’s first
passenger flight took place in Florida between St Petersburg and
Tampa. The one paying passenger completed the 21-mile journey
in 23 minutes; at cruise speed, a modern passenger jet can cover
around 270 miles in the same time. That same year, a single
piece of technology was introduced that would shape the way
we fly today – marking a pivotal moment for one of the industry’s
most important and innovative companies in the process. That
technology was Lawrence Sperry’s gyroscopic stabilizer – the
world’s first autopilot. The company was Honeywell Aerospace.

The Honeywell story begins
On June 18, 1914, Sperry and his assistant demonstrated the
capabilities of his invention to a crowd that had gathered on the
banks of the River Seine in France. The men flew down the river,
each standing on one of the Curtiss C-2 biplane’s wings, with only
the autopilot at the controls. Sperry’s autopilot research would
eventually provide the basis for today’s advanced navigation
systems. And his company, which later became part of Honeywell,
has played a leading role in aerospace innovation ever since.

Enabling mass-market, long-haul travel
Sperry Aerospace isn’t the only legacy Honeywell company to
have helped shape the way we fly today. In the 1930s, Garrett
AiResearch’s founder Cliff Garrett played a leading role in
pressurizing military aircraft cabins during long-haul flights –
research that has become the foundation for cabin pressurization
on all modern aircraft.
And a few decades later, Bendix Radio (now part of Honeywell’s
BendixKing brand) created the world’s first practical en-route
weather radar – the RDR-1. This milestone in avionics would
ultimately become the beginning of a product line that Honeywell
continues today with the RDR-4000 IntuVue 3D weather radar.
In 1963, Honeywell installed the Garrett 85 Series auxiliary
power unit (APU) on the Boeing 727. It meant that crews no
longer had to rely on ground power while at the airport,
enabling airlines to expand their networks to include previously
inaccessible destinations. In 2013, Honeywell’s 131-9 family of
APUs surpassed 100 million flight hours, and Honeywell
continues to provide aftermarket support right across the Middle
East – serving successful airlines such as flydubai, which
operates the 131-9 on its fleet of Boeing 737-800 NG aircraft.

Tackling the problem of aviation safety

The world’s first autopilot was
demonstrated over the River
Seine in Paris, France, in 1914

While these advances in technology were being refined to enable
mainstream long-haul air travel, Honeywell’s Don Bateman was
creating arguably the most important safety system in the history
of aviation. In 1974, the FAA mandated that all turbine-powered
and turbojet-powered aircraft must be fitted with his Ground
Proximity Warning System (GPWS) to minimize controlled
flight into terrain (CFIT) accidents. By 1980, the installation of
GPWS had contributed to a tenfold decrease in the rate of CFIT
accidents among US carriers alone.
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Bateman and his team went on to pioneer the Enhanced
Ground Proximity Warning System (EGPWS) in 1996, which
features GPS positioning and an ever-growing terrain and
obstacle database to help pilots understand the terrain around
their aircraft. In 2003, Honeywell introduced the world’s first
Runway Awareness and Advisory System (RAAS), which uses the
EGPWS database to provide alerts to pilots to help guide them
to the correct runway.
Today, in its latest incarnation, RAAS-based SmartLanding/
SmartRunway provides over 20 alerts for everything from unstable
approaches to insufficient runway length. Nearly 2,500 in-service
aircraft around the world are equipped with the technology.

Staying connected at 40,000ft
So much of the innovation that has taken place in aviation over
the past 100 years has been with the aim of making flying safer
and easier. But we should also remember how far passenger
comfort has evolved. It doesn’t seem long ago that passengers
were boarding an aircraft hopeful they had been allocated a seat
with a good view of the bulkhead projector screen – the only
form of in-flight entertainment on offer. Today things are very
different. In 2012, Honeywell signed an exclusive agreement
with Inmarsat to provide the hardware for its new GX Aviation
satellite connectivity service. When it enters service in early
2015, it will be the first system to provide passengers and the
cockpit with seamless, high-speed, inflight wi-fi connectivity
virtually anywhere in the world. YouTube, iTunes and even
gaming with friends back home will all be made possible thanks
to up to 50Mbps of bandwidth delivered straight to the cabin.

Revolutionizing the ATM ecosystem
Honeywell’s first involvement in ATM actually dates back to
1913, when it led an airfield lighting project at BerlinJohannistal Airport in Germany. A century later, Honeywell is
still providing innovative lighting solutions, such as its ‘follow
the greens’ automated routing concept, first installed at Incheon
International Airport in 2008 to reduce the confusion pilots face
from myriad tarmac lighting routes around the airfield. In 1995,
Honeywell introduced the first automated docking guidance
system, now commonplace in many major airports around the
world. And in 2012 the company made history by enabling the
world’s first commercial satellite-based precision landing, at
Bremen International Airport. The Air Berlin Boeing 737 aircraft
performed a CAT1 precision approach and landing using
Honeywell’s SmartPath ground based augmentation system
(GBAS) – the world’s only certified GBAS.
An alternative to the older instrument landing systems that
have been used for landing guidance since the 1960s, GBAS
augments satellite positioning data and broadcasts it back out to
approaching aircraft as a digital signal twice a second to provide
highly accurate landing assurance even in adverse weather.
Because the GBAS ground station broadcasts an omnidirectional
signal, it can be sited anywhere on the airfield and is capable of
managing 26 separate approaches across all airport runways.
But it’s not just on the ground that Honeywell has been
shaping ATM. Also in 2012, it played a central role in the
world’s first initial 4D trajectory test flight, between Toulouse,
France and Stockholm, Sweden. One of the cornerstones of
SESAR, i-4D is a trajectory planning system designed to
incorporate time into traditional 3D route planning. Knowing
the exact trajectory and timing for each flight means that
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Clockwise from top left: DC-3 flight test; the Garrett refrigeration turbine for the
Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star; the B-17 intercooler assembly line in Phoenix, Arizona;
the enhanced ground proximity warning system screen on the Boeing 737

holding patterns can be eliminated, as aircraft will be able to
approach and land in sequence. Operators will also be able to
optimize their routing and fuel use, ultimately reducing CO2
emissions. In addition, safety will be improved as i-4D decreases
the overall workload for pilots and controllers. Three of the test
flight’s six legs were completed using Honeywell’s Flight
Management System, which was modified to accommodate the
i-4D signal, enabling the aircraft to arrive at designated
waypoints within a matter of seconds of its expected time slot.
It was in the same year that Honeywell’s TPA100B transponder
became the first traffic computer to perform in-trail procedures
(ITP), when a Swiss A330-300 equipped with Honeywell’s
TPA1000B traffic computer flew from Zurich, Switzerland, to
Montreal, Canada, as part of Eurocontrol’s CASCADE program.
ITP enables aircraft to perform flight level changes within as
little as 15 nautical miles of a preceding aircraft in oceanic
airspace, where ATC previously had no real-time positioning
capability. Crews are able to make these ITP flight level
adjustment requests as ATC has a precise understanding from
Honeywell’s computer of where the ITP aircraft and the reference
aircraft are in relation to each other. This enables aircraft to fly
more optimal routes, which can translate into savings of more
than US$100,000 per aircraft, per year, for the operator.
Thanks to technology, passengers can now travel anywhere in
the world in less than a day and work, rest and play while on
the move. Honeywell Aerospace has been at the forefront of this
innovation since 1914, be it through weather radar and traffic
collision avoidance systems from Bendix and Sperry, mechanical
systems from Garrett, or Honeywell ATM solutions. The industry
still has challenges, such as congestion, fuel prices and emissions
to overcome. However, considering the progress Honeywell has
made since Sperry’s first demonstration of the autopilot 100
years ago, it is inevitable that over the next century technology
will continue to play a central role in advancing air travel around
the world. Here at Honeywell we look forward to playing our
part in this evolution. The best is yet to come. v

you’re cleared to land

Honeywell — addressing ATM challenges today for clearer
and more efficient skies tomorrow.
With the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) predicting that air
transportation is set to double in the next 20 years, and with increasing
pressure on airspace, the words ‘you’re cleared to land’ are becoming even
more valuable to pilots, airlines, passengers and air navigation service
providers alike. Honeywell is an active participant in both the NextGen and
SESAR programs and we are leading the way in developing technologies
for the modernisation of the ATM system. Our innovative solutions, such as the SmartPath® Ground Based
Augmentation System (GBAS) and our next generation Flight Management Systems which will enable
Performance Based Navigation and Time Based Operations, increase airport access and capacity, improve
routing efficiency and reduce operating costs, making a more intelligent and effective ATM ecosystem
possible today. Honeywell ATM solutions are available today to meet the evolving needs of government
agencies, aviation customers and airline passengers across the globe. With Honeywell, you’re cleared to land.

Honeywell’s SmartPath ® Precision Landing System is the only
GBAS system to have been certified in both Europe and the U.S.
For more information visit aerospace.honeywell.com/ATM
© 2013 Honeywell International Inc. All Rights Reserved
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ON THE SURFACE
Frequency modulated continuous wave radars have advantages over pulse Doppler radars
for surface airport surveillance
Denis Pancorbo Gutiérrez, surface movement radar sales product manager, Indra

Indra’s surface movement radar is designed to detect and locate targets in airport maneuver and ramp areas at extended range, even in low visibility conditions

Frequency modulated surface movement radar
(FMSMR) provides controllers with a clear surface
airport situation data display to enable them to better
manage operations in poor weather compared with older
conventional pulsed amplitude radars. At an airport,
controllers continuously issue instructions for taxiing and
clearances for aircraft/vehicle movements, and have to do so
even in the worst weather, such as heavy rainfall or fog. FMSMR
provides wide area, 360º surveillance and tracking across the
whole airport.
There are two primary SMR technologies – pulsed amplitude
and frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW). Pulsed
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amplitude radars (Figure 1) detect the range to a target by
emitting a short pulse and measuring the time interval to the
target echo. This requires the radar to have high instantaneous
transmission power levels and often results in a radar with large,
expensive physical electronics and short-life components, such
as magnetrons.
FMCW radars (Figure 2) are smaller in size and achieve better
results using much lower power instantaneous transmission by
continuously emitting periodic pulses whose frequency content
varies with time. A very important type of FMCW radar pulse is
the linear FM sweep, where the range to the target is found by
detecting the frequency difference between the emitted and

RADAR

received radar signals. The range to the target is directly
proportional to this frequency difference, which is also
referred to as the beat frequency.

Compare and contrast
The main hardware difference between the two radar types
is that pulsed amplitude radars use magnetrons to generate
the energy they radiate, whereas FMCW radars use solidstate amplifiers and very low output power (only 5W) for
the same coverage requirements.
Compared with pulsed radars, the peak emitted
electromagnetic radiation is far lower in an FMCW radar
system. This is important in applications where people are
close to the antenna, as the peak-emitted energy is far
lower. This gives more flexibility in selecting a mounting
location. This also means lower power consumption in the
supporting electronics, resulting in lower costs and
technology needs.
When making comparisons between pulsed amplitude
and FMCW radars, it is necessary to think in terms of joules
not kilowatts (1J is 1W of power delivered for one second).
A pulsed amplitude radar transmitting 4kW and typically
using a 100ns pulsewidth (on the short ranges) with a pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) of about 3kHz, radiates 1.2J/s. A
5W FMCW radar will typically sweep the frequency over a
period of about 300µs, which corresponds to a pulsewidth
of 300µs, and has a PRF of 3kHz radiating 4.5J/s, making its
output more than three times higher than a pulsed radar.

Benefits of solid-state elements
The use of solid-state elements with low power consumption
and low output power enables the implementation of
transmission modules and radio-frequency power
amplifiers with a very high mean time between failures
(MTBF). As a result of this and the use of redundant
elements, the SMR delivers high reliability and availability,
which is very difficult to achieve with pulsed systems built
with vacuum tubes.
A second benefit resulting from the use of low
transmission power is to enable the implementation of
transmitters and power amplifiers fully manufactured with
solid-state elements. Current technology enables the use of

A surface movement radar has been installed in the control tower at Barcelona El Prat Airport in Spain

FMCW RADAR ADVANTAGES
Indra’s frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) surface movement radar
(SMR) has the advantage of being designed specifically for surface surveillance
using the optimal technology for this mission. The benefits of FMCW over other
technologies, such as pulsed Doppler (PD), are numerous:
• FMCW radar only needs to transmit low peak power for the same coverage
and the lifetime cost is reduced. The use of low radio-frequency power output
modules and low-power consumption solid-state devices enable the use of
radio-frequency power amplifiers with very high MTBF, which improve reliability
and availability since there is no need to adjust magnetrons frequently.
• FMCW radar sees a higher percentage of valid targets due its high resolution.
• FMCW radar does not suffer from the blind distance problem due to the radar
transmitting and receiving simultaneously. Therefore, continuous wave radars can
receive the signal from the beginning of the transmission, from zero distance.
• FMCW radar provides higher sensitivity for targets of very different sizes.

• FMCW radar produces no interference for other systems in the same
environment. The continuous wave radar employs techniques of spread spectrum
(high bandwidth and continuous wave shape with linear frequency modulation)
and very low transmitted power. As a result, X-band emissions to the environment
have such a low level and change their frequency so often that they are mingled
with the thermal noise of the coexisting systems in the radar environment.
• FMCW radar has low susceptibility to interference produced by external
systems and produces low susceptibility to interference produced by PD radars.
• FMCW radar has the ability to use frequency agility techniques. This feature
enables it to use different sequences of transmission frequencies for each of the
transmitted signal ramps. The use of different sequences or frequency groups
leads to the fluctuation of the radar section of targets and the possibility of
using an integration process before detection, which can be used to improve
the radar range.
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Figure 1: Pulse amplitude radar detect the range to target by measuring time between a
short pulse being emitted and the target echo

Figure 2: Frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radars emit periodic pulses
that change over time

X-band elements that provide the power needed by the
continuous wave radar. For this reason, all the electronics in the
continuous wave SMR, including the radio frequency electronics
and the power phase, are developed with solid-state elements.
A pulsed radar has to use magnetrons, traveling wave tubes
(TWTs), tube amplifiers with a special design, and similar
elements to radiate the necessary peak power. These elements
have a much lower MTBF than solid-state elements and
therefore, since they are not solid-state and their performances
tend to degrade, they will have to be replaced several times
during the life of the radar life. Solid-state elements do not suffer
this degradation, resulting in a lower lifetime cost for a
continuous wave radar.
Pulsed radar may have to transmit different pulse sizes
depending on the range – smaller for short range and longer
for large range. FMCW radar is independent of the radar’s
selected range.
A further advantage of FMCW radar over pulsed radar is that
the latter has to turn off the receiver for a period of about three
times the width of the transmitted pulse and a 100ns pulsewidth
leaves the radar blind for about 45m. FMCW radar does not
have a blind distance and only depends on the antenna height
and the elevation diagram pattern used, which is typically an
inverse cosecant squared.
FMCW radars operate on the imaging principle; that is, they
break up the background into small segments, or resolution

cells, and measure changes in the signal returned from each cell
to detect small targets, such as people walking. Typical
resolutions for long-range FMCW radars are less than 2m in
range and less than 0.5º in azimuth. That also makes the FMCW
radar less susceptible to ground clutter. The smaller the cell, the
easier it is to detect and track a target. FMCW radar operation is
independent of the speed or direction of the target, only needing
to know its size with respect to the resolution cell in which it is
located. For example, FMCW radars can detect people moving
at near zero speed in any direction with respect to the radar in
the airport area.
A less obvious difference between the radar types is the
receiver bandwidth they require. Pulsed radar requires a
bandwidth that is inversely proportional to the pulsewidth.
That is, it requires a wider bandwidth on the shorter ranges
than it does on the longer ones. FMCW radar has the opposite
requirements. The shorter the range, the less the difference
between the transmitted and received frequencies and the less
bandwidth is required. The smaller the bandwidth, the less the
receiver noise energy that the target energy needs to exceed for
reliable detection.
In addition to SMR, FMCW radar can be used for applications
such as radio altimeter, proximity fuse, level measuring radar,
naval navigational radar, vehicle collision avoidance radar,
precision range meter for fixed targets, measurement of very
small motions and hidden object detection. v

Frequency modulated continuous wave
radar needs to transmit low peak power
and the lifecycle cost is reduced
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SYSTEM UPDATE
KVM equipment is playing an important role in DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung’s new air
navigation service system
Annette Haebel, Guntermann & Drunck

Guntermann & Drunck’s keyboard, video and mouse system has been implemented by DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung for a new control center project in Germany

During take-off and landing, ATC staff keep their
eyes on the flight. Some of the controllers monitor
the airspace from control centers, while others follow
traffic directly from the tower. No matter where they work,
everyone has the same task: getting all aircraft safely on and
off the ground. For this task, air traffic controllers are
supported by their team, their KVM (keyboard, video and
mouse) management, and by technology from Guntermann
& Drunck (G&D).
DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung (DFS) operates four control
centers in Germany and is represented at the Eurocontrol
Control Center in Maastricht. The KVM managers at DFS equip
their control centers with solutions from G&D that ensure that
controllers are able to access different, remote and distributed
computers independently from any network. At the control
center in Langen, Germany, a new system called P2 is being
introduced. This control center will be one of Europe’s biggest,
most modern and most important, and several hundred
controllers and flight data experts will work there. Starting
operations by the end of 2015, DFS is providing the technical
resources to make ATC more efficient and productive.

Sophisticated planning and implementation
Continuous operation and availability of the IT components
in use are the basis of safely and reliably managing all flight
activities of the German airspace. Prior to starting the project,
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the KVM managers at DFS initiated comprehensive test and
reference systems to simulate real-time operation. Due to years
of experience with the services of the German manufacturer,
DFS consciously chose hardware from G&D and appointed the
company as the main KVM supplier for the P2 project.

Benefits for air traffic controllers
The new control center is the size of a football field, with the
round bridge as the centerpiece in the middle of the large room.
From here, supervisors and administrators make sure the
technology is available and working so that the controllers can
focus on executing their tasks without any interruptions.
Due to the high resolutions (2K and 4K) of the radar screens
and the large data volumes to be processed here, the fan noise
and heat emissions make it difficult for employees to focus on
their work. Therefore, the KVM managers decided to use devices
that can handle the high bandwidths required to transmit signals
without any latency. Thanks to KVM, computer technology can
be placed in access-protected, air-conditioned equipment rooms.
Here, computers can be maintained and updated without
distracting the team in the control center, while all computers
remain available, as both employees and computers need to
react as fast as possible. Controllers must be able to switch the
image and keyboard/mouse focus of any computer to their own
workstation; for the maintenance team, it is important to carry
out their tasks in the server room.

KVM TECHNOLOGY

Computer-free controller workstation thanks to G&D’s KVM

KVM computer modules situated above the central power supply

The technical benefits of KVM

so they are available even when not in use. In addition to the
bridge, a separate control room monitors the technology and
serves as technical support. With the KVM matrix, all processes
at the bridge can be accessed here as well.

Thanks to continuous twisted pair cabling, computers can be
connected to the G&D matrix from different server racks. With
KVM, controllers switch between different computers simply by
pressing a button, using an input device, or via simple network
management protocol (SNMP). Each controller and supervisor
station uses the KVM matrix to access the computers stored in
the technology rooms. For extremely large distances, the matrix
uses a media converter to transmit signals over optical fibers.
Thus, a 1:1 connection remains intact even if users and
computers are placed several miles apart from each other.
Monitoring the operating status of G&D devices and
computers is carried out either via SNMP or via web interface

KVM for efficient workflows
“KVM from G&D runs in the background without causing any
issues. Anyone working with it doesn’t even realize it’s there,”
says Mario Nourdin El Hammouti, KVM manager at DFS. “The
high reliability, as well as the many small additional features that
round up the solution, really make a difference. G&D doesn’t
just provide its users with theoretical solutions, it also develops
its devices according to the requirements of experts and users.” v

Extending signals to the tower
G&D provides solutions that allow operators
and computers to be separated, moving
computers from towers and flight control
centres into dedicated areas.
Thus controllers are provided with the best
possible working conditions as they benefit
from more space, less noise and less heat.

ht tp: //atc.gdsys.de
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INVESTING IN CAPACITY
A Brazilian-German collaboration is helping ANSPs improve efficiency and cope with
increasing air traffic demand
Hans van der Meulen, DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung and Eno Siewerdt, Atech Negócios em Tecnologias
ANSPs in regions with rapid growth in air traffic show
an increasing demand for automated ATM technology.
The modernization of ATM systems and the
introduction of new controller support tools are aimed at easing
workload in complex airspaces. A prominent example is Brazil.
Even though the growth in air traffic has decelerated, several of
the international hubs in Brazil are recording double-digit
growth and some of those have reached their capacity limit.
Additionally, the Brazilian aviation industry, having just
mastered the logistical challenges of the FIFA World Cup, still
has to face the challenges posed by the upcoming Olympic
Games in Rio de Janeiro in 2016. To provide controllers with
enhanced situational awareness and to assist them in their work
at hundreds of airports and approach control centers in a FIR
that covers an area of almost 22 million square kilometers (8.4
million square miles), the Brazilian ANSP (Departamento de
Controle do Espaço Aéreo) decided several years ago to deploy
an entirely new ATM system. The Brazilian high-tech company
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Atech Negócios em Tecnologias (Atech), a member of the
Embraer group, was tasked with its development.
For two components of the new system, technology from the
German ANSP DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung (DFS) was used.
The multisensor data fusion system Phoenix was used to merge
all sensor data feeds into one integrated tracking system, and the
Advanced Arrival Management System (A-AMAN) was used as a
new feature for some major airports in Brazil. A technology
transfer program was started that can be considered unique in
the air navigation service industry. And the cooperation goes
even further: DFS and Atech are together actively promoting the
Brazilian air traffic flow management (ATFM) solution SkyFlow,
as the importance of ATFM is growing on a worldwide scale.

Successful technology transfer program
DFS and Atech combined their know-how in tracking, arrival
management and flight data processing technology and worked
together to integrate the solutions into the new ATM system.

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Opposite page: Brazilian ATC
controller using A-AMAN
Left: Air traffic control sector loads in
Brazil and simulated traffic situation
of a strategic flow management
session

Another part of the technology transfer program consisted of
training courses: system engineers from Atech went through
courses in programming, installation and configuration for both
technologies and in turn prepared controllers to work with the
systems. Finally, the Brazilian customer received the software
source codes and all necessary documents and tools needed to
use the solution independently. The new ATM system has been
successfully put into operation at ATC centers nationwide and
all components can be independently developed, modified and
maintained for future needs.
Using the Phoenix Multi-Sensor Tracking System as part of
the new ATM system provides enhanced capabilities. The
Phoenix tracker is able to process and fuse data from various
radar stations and sensors, such as ADS-B, simultaneously using
Kalman filter technologies, thus ensuring that the best available
sensor for a particular target is selected. This way, position data
can be smoothed more effectively and updated at shorter
intervals, leading to more precise flight tracks. The enormous
size of the country has been one of the challenges in adapting
Phoenix to the local technological infrastructure. To program the
underlying projection surfaces, the curvature of the earth had to
be taken into account. This is especially important for a
surveillance platform covering the entire Brazilian airspace,
including the Amazon area and large parts of the South Atlantic.
Another component of the national ATM platform, the
A-AMAN from DFS, is still being rolled out and will assist
controllers in arrivals management at selected international
airports, including São Paulo, Recife, Manaus and Rio de
Janeiro. At present the system is operational at Brasília
International Airport. The system constantly computes the
optimal arrival sequence taking into account the characteristics
of different aircraft, while applying the appropriate separation
parameters. This enables airspace to be used optimally,
minimizes delays and reduces manual coordination between
approach control and upstream sectors.

Due to the complex airspace structures at airports in the
vicinity of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, DFS and Atech
provided the system with multi-airport manager functionality.
It is now able to consider dependencies between runways of
different airports when calculating the individual arrival
sequences. In the vicinity of the megacity São Paulo, for
example, A-AMAN calculates the arrival sequences for three
highly frequented airports that are mutually dependent on each
other, as many arrival routes are identical for different airports.

German-Brazilian collaboration in ATFM
Besides developing the new ATM system, Atech has also
designed SkyFlow, an ATFM system that balances airport
capacity, affected airspace and total traffic volume. The safe,
efficient and punctual flow of air traffic is the cornerstone of
the air transport industry. Delays, congested airports and
capacity bottlenecks need to be prevented.
SkyFlow is a system specially designed to manage the
strategic planning of scheduled flights and tactical control of
daily operations. Thus, the solution minimizes the impacts
arising from imbalances between capacity and demand. To
increase the efficiency of ATFM measures, geographically
separated locations, such as ATC control centers, towers,
airports and regulators, can be equipped with SkyFlow
terminals. The resulting common situational awareness of
airlines, ANSPs, regulators and airports assists in ensuring safe
operations and fuel savings as well as increasing the punctuality
of flights. On a partnership basis, Atech and DFS are supplying
the system together worldwide. DFS contributes its in-depth
experience in ATFM, for example, by developing the regulatory
framework and operational ATFM procedures.
SkyFlow is a fully redundant, modular solution and is
composed of several independent subsystems. The integrated
flight plan subsystem automatically receives flight plan messages
from aeronautical fixed telecommunication network/aeronautical
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message handling system service providers and checks these
messages for inconsistencies. To plan ATFM measures more
accurately, the system can also generate 4D trajectories of the
flight plan data. Databases of possible air routes and trajectories
help to predict air traffic demand in advance.
The flow management processing subsystem helps SkyFlow to
constantly ensure that the current capacity of airports and ATC
infrastructure is optimally used. In this way, SkyFlow associates
flight plan data with the current status of airports such as
available slots, taxi times and ATC infrastructure as well as the
number of available sectors and staff, while considering the
current weather situation. Using user-defined scenarios,
SkyFlow presents ATFM options. These consider the strategic
phase for up to eight days as well as the tactical planning phase
as a projection of the next six hours. Of course, the period of
these phases may be configured in other ways to support
specific operations.
One measure to ensure an efficient flow of air traffic is slot
management. The allocation of slots is especially important for
the tactical planning phase to quickly react to capacity
constraints. By submitting a flight plan to SkyFlow, an airport
slot will be allocated immediately upon request by the system.
Slots are reserved in the order of receipt and can be reassigned.
A further measure that can be taken if demand exceeds
capacity in a certain airspace sector or at an airport, is to reroute
flights and adapt the 4D trajectory, which is mostly used in the
strategic planning phase. Another option is to assign a new flight
level for aircraft or to introduce ground delay programs.
Flow managers can perform what-if probing, which analyzes
demand versus capacity situations, simulates changes to and

cancellation of flight plans and regulations, and simulates the
implementation of programs to solve capacity issues (such as
imbalance, weather and operational issues). The dissemination
of the acquired scenarios enables the implementation of
collaborative decision-making processes, optimizing the use of
limited resources for all stakeholders.
With the air situation data information display, flow managers
can assess the current airspace situation. Flight tracks and
estimated times are continuously updated. The display also
includes meteorological information, airport status and the
operational status of navigation aids and electronic flight
progress strips. To observe a specific flight, moving map
functionality can be chosen, with dynamic user roles providing
additional flexibility. Input of position reports of oceanic flights
gives estimates of their flight progress.

Joining forces for efficient ATM
The cooperation between DFS and Atech has led to a unique
technology transfer. The modern radar data processing of the
Phoenix tracker, as well as the provision of dynamic (multiairport) arrival management, have contributed to the
modernization of the ATM system in Brazil and are essential
parts in creating an up-to-date ATM system and enhancing
planning support for controllers. The new ATM system and its
components offer the technological basis to deal with increasing
numbers of aircraft movements.
DFS and Atech are providing ATM technologies, such as the
ATFM system SkyFlow, to customers worldwide, ensuring that
ANSPs can cope with increasing demand in air traffic and
optimize the use of limited resources. v

SkyFlow display with a meteorological information forecast for Brazilian airspace based on recent MET satellite data and weather radars
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DATA RECORDING

KEEP A RECORD
Reliable mission-critical recording and data distribution is key to creating a safe
air traffic control environment
SkySoft-ATM

Keeping an accurate record of incidents in air traffic control rooms is key to providing a safe and efficient service and meeting legal requirements

Since the 1950s, cockpit voice recorders and flight data
recorders (popularly known as ‘black boxes’), have been
installed in commercial aircraft, recording conversations
in the cockpit and important instrument data during flights.
Recording exactly what has occurred in the air helps to
reconstruct and analyze incidents so that precise data can be
provided for technical investigations. For the controller on the
ground, voice and radar data recording are mandatory. Screen,
keyboard and mouse recording solutions have achieved
extremely high levels of reliability and usability.
Today, all ATC incidents can easily be recorded, reconstructed
and immediately replayed, facilitating post-event analysis,
investigation and training. Incident recording is also now
becoming common in a much broader set of industries.
Capturing the situations users, operators or traders
experience at any given moment can be crucial in such diverse
environments as control rooms for emergency services, nuclear
and conventional power plants, grid management, industrial
environments and financial trading floors. The overall goal is
to replicate and replay the exact workplace environment at the
time an event occurs. Records must be stored securely and be
easily accessible.

The SkyRec BlackBox recording solution, together with the
WEY Distribution Platform, not only satisfies pending legal
requirements but also creates state-of-the-art workplaces
featuring remoting (where objects residing in different
application domains are allowed to communicate), recording
and replaying functions. By harnessing the very latest system
architecture, it is now possible to achieve recording landscapes
that are cost-effective, secure and efficient. Understanding the
most advanced solutions available today translates into an early
advantage for ATCs.
With the combination of the WEY Distribution Platform and
the SkyRec BlackBox from SkySoft-ATM, users now have access
to a highly flexible solution for distributing data sources and
recording incidents at the same time. It is a system that provides
secure, shared access to any number of computers among
multiple and simultaneous users in a controlled manner. For
control rooms, trading floors, emergency services, railways, and
road and air traffic management organizations, the WEY-SkySoft
approach is paramount for safety, training and legally required
recording. Wherever multiple screen workplaces are necessary,
data sources can be displayed and arranged exactly as required,
and the workplaces can be recorded in real time.
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SkySoft-ATM began working with DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung in 2009

SkyRec BlackBox is a high-performance hardware-based multimedia recording tool

Recording at DFS

just as many years ago radar data and voice communications
recording was imposed.

In January 2008, Deutsche Flugsicherung (DFS) started an
initiative to implement a COTS recording solution independent
of its ATM system for its control center in Karlsruhe, Germany.
DFS looked at the major potential vendors on the market and
launched an international call for tenders, including several
months’ test of a trial system.
In August 2009, the contract was awarded to SkySoft-ATM
and marked the start of a long relationship. The first phase
consisted of recording approximately 1,300 channels, enabling
DFS to record and replay the controllers’ workstations
one-to-one.
DFS’s main goal was to support the operational safety
management investigating the incidents of specific situations.
Video and voice recording and playback (VRAP) greatly helped
DFS improve the quality of the analysis and dissemination of
the findings to enhance preventive and proactive actions.

Safety briefing and reporting
In parallel, the DFS systems and product management team
used VRAP to analyze the behavior of the new ATM system
implemented at that time. Recordings were used to provide
the ATM system manufacturer with input about desired
modifications and corrections.
The training department also used the system, especially
for on-the-job training. The system provided synchronous
and parallel replay at several controller working positions.
Following the success of these projects, the system was
extended to the brand-new control room in Karlsruhe as well as
on some training and simulation platforms in the centers in
Munich, Langen and Bremen.
The solution used by DFS is the SkyrecBox, a hardware-based
multimedia recording solution consisting of black boxes and
recorders installed in the controllers’ consoles, plus several
replay positions distributed on the DFS network. The entire
system is monitored by an SNMP-compliant supervision system.
DFS was one of the pioneers in implementing that type of
system on such a large scale. Many more ANSPs have since
followed suit, including the Irish Aviation Authority and the
Argentinean Air Force, which have both chosen to use Skyrec
with a tight integration of the Atis Uher Voice recording system.
In Slovakia, LPS also equipped its newly opened control room
in Bratislava with Skyrec. In the future, the market will adopt
screen recording as a mandatory requirement for ATM systems,
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Skyguide tower in Zurich
Skyguide is responsible for safe and reliable air navigation
and ATC throughout Switzerland. Skyguide operates from
14 locations across the country, including the control tower
at Zurich Airport. Due to space restrictions in the control
tower environment, Skyguide has to cope with a set of unique
challenges to save on floor and office space.
In the tower, Skyguide operates six triple-screen ATC desks,
all of which needed to access a single dedicated PC as well as
shared and backup PCs. All these computers had to be housed
close to the controllers. Furthermore, not only do all these
systems take up a lot of precious floor space, but they also
produce uncomfortable heat and noise.
WEY provided Skyguide with a world-class solution by
deploying the WEY Distribution Platform (WDP) in the tower
environment. Thus, Skyguide has been able to remote all the
computers into a special service room on another floor in the
tower where there is no lack of space and the PCs are centrally
and efficiently cooled.
Using WEY’s unique IP Remote devices and the WDP
switching capabilities, every system (including all the
backup systems) is available at every operator desk and just
a keystroke away. Each desk now actively uses three systems
and simultaneously accesses eight additional shared backup
systems. The operators enjoy all the benefits of a free-seating
arrangement, meaning that they can quickly and easily access
any and all of their systems from any desk. Each workplace is
equipped with a single highly ergonomic WEY Multifunctional
MK06 Keyboard, ensuring full, accurate and easy control over
all systems from each console. The WDP user database provides
the strictest levels of system security, so only operators with the
appropriate user rights can access and control the ATC systems.
After successful login, operators easily switch between their
systems with a mere keystroke on their multifunctional keyboard.
Although WEY solutions are well known for their reliability
and system stability in high-performance work environments,
Skyguide’s solution also includes multiple backup scenarios
to guarantee continuity of service in this highly sensitive
environment. For the Skyguide operators, the WEY Distribution
Platform enhances working efficiency in the control tower
environment, increases flexibility and reduces downtime. v
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SURVEILLANCE

Surveillance service network: COMSOFT’s
turnkey integration solution

ONE STEP AHEAD
A new turnkey surveillance data distribution system to help air navigation service providers
meet future global demands is readily available
Wenzel Forster, COMSOFT
ATC is at a stage where the harmonization of data
exchange has become the basis for interoperability. In
the surveillance domain the introduction of ASTERIX,
as a structured exchange format for surveillance data, enables
the exchange of information between systems of different
manufacturers. ASTERIX also enabled the implementation of
surveillance networks for a flexible and dynamic access to
surveillance information, in real time, to all connected users.
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Today ASTERIX is the dominating exchange format for
surveillance information. However, there are still many isolated
systems using proprietary interfaces that need to be integrated to
form a harmonized surveillance infrastructure. Many radars and
surveillance sensors are not supporting ASTERIX, leading to a
need for data to be converted. With ASTERIX constantly
evolving, new requirements to convert flexibly between different
editions or categories of ASTERIX become more and more

SURVEILLANCE

Through its flexible and modular design,
SDDS-NG supports the addition of new
processing functions. New data formats,
such as XML-enhanced ASTERIX, which
forms the basis for integrating applications
for SWIM, mean that SWIM support or
other future processing needs can easily
be integrated. The addition of interfaces,
either new (for example SWIM) or further
legacy formats, are always complementary
to the raw ASTERIX interface, providing
additional ability to serve users, while not
limiting the existing capability to deliver
users’ surveillance data in ASTERIX or
legacy data formats.
SDDS-NG continues the extensive success
of RMCDE and supports full integration and
interoperability with the European radar
data network. It makes it fit for the next
generation, directly incorporating legacy
serial interfaces, communication protocols
and data formats still in use around the
world – distinct features proven to be
unique to COMSOFT’s SDDS-NG.
As a turnkey supplier of SDDS-NG,
COMSOFT provides its customers with
the ability to operate legacy formats
and equipment for as long as they need
to, saving on expensive investments of
Surveillance data distribution system (SDDS-NG) installations have already been implemented around the world
new sensors, and in turn making them
more independent from suppliers in the
surveillance chain, and more flexible.
prominent. Add to this the need for integration into system-wide
With SDDS-NG, the diversity is transparent to the end user,
information management (SWIM) capable architecture, and it is
and a seamless migration from existing systems is supported.
obvious that another solution is essential.
The migration process is simplified by the new scalable and
COMSOFT is well known in the ATC industry for its radar
highly adaptable human-machine interface used by SDDS-NG.
message and conversion system (RMCDS) developed for
Heterogeneous networks can thus be centrally managed through
NATS in the UK, and the surveillance message conversion
a single system.
and distribution equipment (RMCDE) created in 1989 on behalf
With SDDS-NG in network mode, an arbitrary number of
of Eurocontrol. The company is now extending its functionality
SDDS-NG nodes can form a wide area network. Thus, locally
with the creation of the next generation of support tool –
received surveillance data can be easily released for common
SDDS-NG (surveillance data distribution system) to address
access by network users. As the users of surveillance data
imminent worldwide operational requirements.
from the networks have diversified, SDDS-NG introduced
the concepts of source-controlled data distribution and access
Integration
control for applications where data sharing with all participants
SDDS-NG, and the surveillance service networks it creates,
in the network is not suitable, due to restrictions on the
integrates all services into a single infrastructure. SDDS-NG
distribution of the data.
facilitates a uniform connection of surveillance sensors, using
Ready to use
the ASTERIX standard. Integrating sensor data, air situation
SDDS-NG was designed and developed to cover all aspects
pictures as well as control and monitoring data, is the basis
of distributing surveillance data when integrating local and
for the SDDS-NG-based surveillance service networks. The
regional heterogeneous system environments, while also
integration includes the conversion of data to and from standard
recognizing and complying with latest safety standards. Security
or non-standard formats, as well as filtering of the surveillance
issues were also factored into its design and with mechanisms to
data per individual end user. SDDS-NG provides a means of
protect against manipulation, resulting in robust data integrity
communication, not only for surveillance data itself, but also
and utmost availability. With improved flow of information and
related information as used for controlling and monitoring
information exchange, the maximum transfer delay for sending
radars or radar sites.
and receiving data is no more than 50ms, despite the magnitude
As global standardization and interoperability become the
of information increasing.
backbone of improved ATC safety and efficiency, SWIM forms
Air navigation service provider DFS selected SDDS-NG at the
the key driver for new and updated standards; it is, of course,
end of 2013 to meet requirements for a system that was ready and
paramount for SDDS-NG to be SWIM ready.
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COMSOFT’s development of the next generation
of support tool was never far from fruition

able to provide the validation it needed. With
the COMSOFT system already widely in use
in Brazil and implemented throughout the
world, SDDS-NG was the ideal candidate. The
system for DFS is to be rolled out at the four
area control centers in Germany for advanced
data exchange of surveillance information over
an Internet Protocol (IP)-based network, while
integrating sensors and other users connected
serially and via LAN throughout the country.
Software acceptance was completed in
December 2013, and factory acceptance was
completed in July 2014. The roll-out of eight
operational SDDS-NG systems will begin
later this year at the Bremen, Karlsruhe,
Langen and Munich area control centers.

Flexible surveillance
According to COMSOFT, its next generation
of SDDS-NG is a superior product, readily
available and already in use in a multitude
of countries. SDDS-NG offers all the great
benefits and flexibility as required, and

SDDS-NG facilitates a uniform connection of all surveillance
sensors using the ASTERIX standard

is prepared for the future demands of
surveillance services, with the modular
system design allowing SWIM capabilities
to be enabled when required.
COMSOFT’s experience and track
record with RMCDE, plus its forwardthinking creativity and technical expertise,
make SDDS-NG adept in solving the
coming challenges and the ever changing
surveillance data distribution needs for
ANSPs that demand flexibility, seamless
integration and the utmost data integrity.
By integrating surveillance data from
heterogeneous environments that consist
of different generations of systems by
multiple suppliers, SDDS-NG provides
ANSPs with a cost-effective solution for
a harmonized system landscape that can
be incrementally upgraded, modified or
extended at their own pace. COMSOFT’s
next-generation SDDS-NG is ready
to address forthcoming worldwide
operational requirements. v

TIMELINE OF COMSOFT’S SURVEILLANCE EXPERTISE
• Surveillance message conversion and distribution equipment (RMCDE)
was developed in 1989 on behalf of Eurocontrol
• The first RMCDE systems became operational in 1993
• RMCDE represented the de facto standard for surveillance communication while
forming the cornerstone of the European radar data network (RADNET)
• In 2005, COMSOFT began work on the powerful processer’s counterpart
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• Brazilian Air force (Forca Aerea Brasileria) contracted COMSOFT for SDDS-NG
installation at 22 radar sites in 2012
• German ANSP DFS contracted COMSOFT for SDDS-NG in 2013 and will form
a network at four locations in Germany
• More than 260 installations of RMCDE and ADR over two decades
• Already 30 SDDS-NG sites have been installed in 2013

Dedicated to Air Traffic Management
Integrated Solutions at the Right Altitude
The future of air traffic management relies
heavily on a dedication to progressive solutions. The need to move forward and adapt
to the constraints and demands felt by our
customers is key to enabling the continued
safe and efficient use of airspace for years
to come. With 25 years of experience in the
ATC domain COMSOFT are passionate about
forward-thinking surveillance and communication infrastructures that ease the efforts of
our customers, helping them to cope with the
increasing demands of their respective skies.

We recognise growing traffic numbers and the
economic obligations of our customers and
are motivated to provide the answers.
Our ideas know no bounds. We have a portfolio of successful projects showing we are at
the forefront of aviation solutions, adapting
our expertise to the needs of our users. From
market-leading message handling system
AIDA-NG, and innovative ADS-B and Multilateration surveillance to integrated ATM automation solutions, we ensure we remain dedicated
to the future of air traffic management.

www.comsoft.aero – info@comsoft.aero

NAVIGATION

ON THE RIGHT TRACK
Pilots and air traffic controllers should use area navigation procedure design tools to ensure
they are flying the optimal route in crowded skies
Martina Tišerová, ASAP
Continuous aviation growth necessitates an increase in
airspace capacity to enable optimum use of airspace.
The improvement in operational efficiency derived from
the application of RNAV (area navigation) has resulted in the
development of navigation procedures in many areas of the
world and in all phases of flight.
Pilots and controllers are the end users of performance-based
navigation (PBN), each having their own expectations of how
the use and capability of the RNAV system affects their working
methods and everyday operations.

RNAV procedure design
Flight procedure design is a complex process that requires
detailed information to ensure a high level of safety. The crucial
pieces of information for design are: terrain (contours, spot
heights); topographical maps; airspace; aeronautical information
publication (AIP) data; and aerodrome obstacles (AIP or survey).
There are several ways to design RNAV procedures. They can
be constructed manually (although this technique is rarely used)
or with either automated or ‘tool-based’ software.
The main advantage of tool-based procedure design software
is that the designer can fully affect the end procedure. The
control of the software is firmly in the hands of the procedure
designer – rather than a computer programmer with only a
second-hand practical knowledge of procedure design. One of
the most popular tool-based procedure design applications is
PHX, which is used by more than 20 ANSPs around the world.
The PHX software supports all the tools necessary for the
construction and evaluation of RNAV procedures.

PHX tools
The latest amendment of PANS-OPS 8168 was released in June
2013, with many critical changes concerning RNAV procedures.
The PHX procedure design software incorporates a great deal of
these changes, and the latest version (V14) already complies
with the new PANS-OPS amendment.
The amendment dictates a new navigation specification – for
example, advanced required navigation performance (RNP) or
RNP 2 – and the PHX software supports this latest specification.
In each PHX tool there is a choice of all the RNAV categories.
The RNAV procedures are being designed both for aircraft and
helicopters. Obviously the procedure design for aircraft differs
from the design for helicopters, and the PHX software provides
the procedure design tools for each type of operation.
A PinS approach is an instrument RNP approach procedure
flown to a point-in-space. It may be published with a lateral
navigation (LNAV) or localizer performance with vertical
guidance (LPV) minima. A PinS approach procedure includes
either a ‘proceed visually’ instruction or a ‘proceed VFR’
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Figure 1. The visual segment of the PinS (point-in-space) approach

instruction from the missed approach point (MAPt) to the
heliport or landing location.
A PinS approach with a ‘proceed visually’ instruction delivers
the helicopter to a MAPt. A visual segment connects the MAPt to
the heliport or landing location, by a direct visual segment or a
maneuvering visual segment.
The PHX software can create the visual segment direct from
the MAPt to the surface landing for a PinS helicopter procedure.
PHX can also analyze the area for obstacle penetration. In Figure
1, a procedure designer has constructed a PinS visual segment
using the PHX software.
The PANS-OPS amendment also reviews the criteria for Barovertical navigation (Baro-VNAV). It results in less complex
design requirements and less conservative minima, which will
benefit the implementation of approach procedures with vertical
guidance (APV) procedures.
The method of calculating obstacle clearance altitude involves
a set of obstacle assessment surfaces (SBAS APV OAS or SBAS
Category I OAS). There are two functions in the latest version of
PHX that calculate the minima of specific RNAV procedures. The
APV Baro-VNAV surfaces tool calculates the minima for LNAV/
VNAV procedures along with an obstacle assessment surfaces
tool that calculates the minima for a satellite-based
augmentation system SBAS/LPV procedures.

NAVIGATION

Navigational accuracy

The ASAP procedure design software ‘PHX V14’ toolbar

RNP authorization required (AR) procedures can provide
considerable operational and safety advantages over other RNAV
procedures by incorporating higher navigational accuracy,
integrity and functional capabilities. These procedures could be
implemented in circumstances where other types of procedures
are not operationally possible. However, RNP AR procedures
require the operator to meet additional aircraft and aircrew
requirements and to obtain operational authorization from the
state regulatory authority. This means that the RNP AR
procedures are not used as much as desired at the present.
The PHX software has a tool called the ‘RNP AR obstacle
analyzer’. It can construct a complete procedure, including the
radius-to-fix legs.
The ‘Basic global navigation satellite system (GNSS) obstacle
analyzer’ is another function of the PHX software. It enables the
construction and calculation of an LNAV procedure from the
initial to the missed approach segment. Even though both of
these analysis programs can design, calculate and assess an
entire approach procedure, each part of the procedure can be
optimized by a competent procedure designer.
It is apparent that the RNAV procedures are presently being
designed all over the world. The RNP AR concept seems to be
the future of flight procedure design and the PHX procedure
design software is ready to meet the demand. v
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An exciting opportunity is ahead for the ATM industry
in revolutionizing the classic approach to aerodrome
ATC. Using a remote virtual tower (RVT) solution will
lower costs and increase safety benefits, helping ANSPs to
reduce costs dramatically while providing improved safety. This
message has been promoted for some years, but what have we
learned so far? And what benefits do current solutions deliver?
As the pressure from airspace users grows, aviation leaders
embrace a common message: ATM as it is today has to improve
productivity and must lessen the cost burden to those delivering
the services – the ANSPs.
Today we are seeing that ATM services are becoming more
competitive, and with the further deregulation of markets this
trend will continue. Competition will spur creative approaches
and innovative solutions, such as RVTs.
A new development is that more ANSPs are reconsidering
their approach to operating aerodrome control towers with
lower traffic volumes. In early 2013, the FAA in the USA
was almost forced to close 149 federal contract towers due
to sequestration measures. Losing this air transport would
have been an economic disaster for the affected communities.

Critical solution components
Due to advances in video technology and transmission
capabilities, the business case to operate multiple towers from
one virtual center is becoming more interesting. Frequentis is
an industry vendor that can provide a complete RVT turnkey
solution. With vast experience in providing airport ATC
solutions around the world, combined with the unique ability to
understand ATC-grade communications, Frequentis provides all
the components required, from visual sensing and tracking to
controller working positions, all embedded in a highly reliable
communication infrastructure.
The challenge is to offer remotely all services that are today
available at the local control tower. In addition to the visual
picture, this also includes real-time weather information, flight
data, access to airfield lights and sensors and – most critically –
access to local communication infrastructure elements, such as
radios, phone lines and backup radios.
This means we are moving away from a completely integrated,
silo-based solution to an open architecture, where the local
controller working position is separated from the rest of the
solution, including the business logic. This approach is also
known as the concept of system wide information management
(SWIM), whereby ATM moves away from a product-centric
to an information-centric enterprise. Standardized interfaces,
information models and services will provide trusted
information and services, lower the cost of development, and
provide a standardized and trusted level of security. Today it is
not enough to have a technically reliable solution; it also needs
to be protected against all forms of cyber threat.
Generally the network infrastructure and network design will
be a critical element in the whole solution, not just technically,
but also from a cost perspective. Different demands for voice,
data and video streaming require properly designed network
infrastructure that provides corresponding quality of service and
high reliability via duplicated network paths. High-resolution
video demands high bandwidths – an average 100Mbps link
comes at considerable cost, adding to the total cost of operation.
Reducing the bandwidth to, for example, 20Mbps would create
a much better business case.
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REALITY
CHECK
What are the critical elements necessary
to make remote virtual towers a reality?
Markus Klopf and Michael Ellinger, Frequentis

REMOTE VIRTUAL TOWERS
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of the controller on certain aspects of the airport; this could be
aircraft or vehicles, but also birds or deer. If this happens close
to the runway, an automated safety net can be activated, alerting
the controller to the situation. A verification camera can target
the object and provide a close-up view at higher resolution. The
inclusion of radar information enables the inclusion of call-signs
to augment the visual picture.
All these new tools will greatly enhance the value of the
solution. However, it is also important to follow one basic
principle during the design of the solution: the users
(controllers) should always be involved in the design of the
solution, in line with the official position of IFATCA.

Industry innovations
Controller working position in a remote virtual tower

The entire solution needs to be optimized to keep
infrastructure costs at a minimum. This includes the design
of the camera and visualization system, including compression
and visual tracking technologies. The overall bandwidth
requirements can be reduced by a factor of three by using
infrared (IR) camera technology with a balanced resolution
providing the same, or even improved, detection capabilities.
Apparently there is no right choice for this selection; it will
depend greatly on the specific requirements of the operation.
However, the impact to the total cost of ownership, driven
largely by transmission cost, should be considered.
Degraded modes of operation should be included in the
creation of the concept of operations, especially for when the
video stream is not available.

Acceptance and approval
In 2013, Frequentis was given the task to validate a remote
virtual tower solution during the Airpower air show at Zeltweg
Airport in Austria. The challenge was not only to replicate but
also to improve the out-of-the-window view for the controller.
The solution was tested by numerous controllers, who were
unanimous in their view that it provides superior situational
awareness, especially during adverse weather, where operations
would normally need to be limited.
The system was tested at Hinterstoisser Air Base in Zeltweg,
where 200 aircraft and 250 pilots from 20 nations offered plenty
of aerial action. The air show featured a wide range of civil and
military aircraft displays. The combination of fast-moving jets
(flying solo and in formation), slow-moving aircraft, other
vehicles and even skydivers placed the highest demands on
the RVT solution.
The use of thermal infrared cameras in combination with
standard cameras enables clear object detection even at a lower
resolution. Visually challenging situations such as heavy rain,
fog, snow and sandstorms, or direct sunlight exposure, can be
tackled using cooled IR sensors, which provide constantly high
image quality and enhanced visibility in all situations. However,
these requirements depend strongly on the geographical
circumstances. A testing and evaluation period helps in defining
the optimal sensing solution.
Another way of providing improved situational awareness is
automatic object detection and visual tracking, in combination
with visual safety nets. Object detection focuses the awareness
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Within ATM, surveillance is regulated and standardized by a set
of key performance requirements, defining critical elements such
as resolution, update rates and delays. Visual cameras can be
seen as a form of surveillance, so it is obvious that similar
performance requirements need to be defined.
Requirements on visual aspects are currently being
addressed very generally at the ICAO level. A clear definition
of the required minimum performance of a camera-based
visualization system would enable ANSPs, industries and
regulators to reference such standards for verification and
validation procedures. This would simplify the certification
process with regulators and establish a common standard and
assured quality level for such solutions.
Frequentis as a leader in this industry is a major driver in the
setup of EUROCAE Working Group 100, and will take a leading
position in this process in collaboration with ATM service
providers and industry partners. A defined set of performance
criteria and interfaces will spur the market for visual sensors,
making the RVT case more attractive.
What we see today is only the beginning of a market that
will deliver high-class but affordable visual sensors. In the
near future a range of cameras will be available, all in line
with industry specifications, so that ATC providers can focus
solely on providing ATC services. We will also see other
innovations in RVT solutions, such as cameras and display
technologies using Ultra HD and 4K display technologies,
driven by the commercial entertainment sector, and a substantial
price drop in specialized camera technology, driven by the
security and surveillance market.
The most critical enabler for efficiency increases is the
provision of ATC services to multiple remote towers; it is also
the most disputed one. While controllers are still very reserved
about managing more than one airport at a time, Frequentis is
working on procedures and support tools together with selected
ANSPs to make this happen in a safe manner. One of the SESAR
remote tower projects is dedicated to this problem.
Commercially, the case for handling multiple airports is very
tempting as it makes it possible to share ATC resources in the
most optimal way. However, procedures and regulations still
need to be developed and tested.
RVTs are becoming a reality, not just a concept for the future.
Technology and solutions are ready to be deployed, and
standardization and regulation are following. And most
importantly, the first ANSPs are already starting to deploy
remote tower solutions.
Frequentis is committed to supporting the ATM system in
becoming more efficient and making the RVT a reality. v
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BACK CHAT

A GLIMPSE OF THE FUTURE
Imagining the future can be fun as well as tricky. The
fun part is letting your imagination run free, thinking
impossible thoughts, connecting far distant dots and
dreaming about the sky in a new shade of blue.
In NATS we do a lot of this. While we deliver our wellrehearsed services day-by-day, we’re also engaged in a
permanent process of wondering how to do things better and
this thinking spills into our collaborations around the world.
The tricky part of the process is explaining these concepts
to other people, and for this you need to make them tangible.
We have our fair share of strategy documents and PowerPoint
presentations, but we’ve recently discovered that animation is
an elegant way to turn complex concepts into simple stories
that others can relate to and build upon.
Glimpse of the Future, which was released in August
2014, is the first of a series of animated stories that examine
these ideas from a distinctly human perspective so that we
can connect with them. It touches on many aspects of our
future operation; automation, training, staffing, 4D trajectory
management, network management, flexible use of airspace,
communication and many others. The ideas are not explained;
indeed for the time being I would even say that they’re
inexplicable, certainly un-implementable.
They’re imperfect, incomplete and implausible, but this
doesn’t make them wrong. The very best ideas often sound
pretty doubtful in the beginning, such as a self-mentoring
controller working position or a tool to help you balance the
different demands of efficiency and the environment in real
time. We’re using the animations to examine their delicate
imperfections, connect them with other ideas, add missing
detail and build them into a plausible reality.
It has had an interesting effect on our internal debate. Like
most in our industry, we have a history of delivering good
engineering solutions. For 50 years, we’ve delivered solid
services using solid equipment. Most of the imagining that got
us here was done long ago, so there’s been a tendency to focus
on fine-tuning the here and now – the hardware, software, the
procedure and the airspace.

There is something magical about seeing a crusty engineer
and an air traffic controller let go of this comfortable reality
and leap forward to discuss whether Suzie – the lead character
in our story – has eyewear that might be integrated with her
kitchen and her car, as well as her working position, or whether
the chair also monitors her vital signs to update her medical
records. But in the end, it’s not good enough to just imagine
the future; you have to go on to deliver it. v
A version of this article first appeared on nats.aero/blog
Jim Cozens is an ATM architect at NATS. He has
four decades of experience in operational air traffic
service delivery and change management, and a
comprehensive knowledge of ATC operations in highdensity airspace. Cozens has a clear vision of future
ATM concepts and technologies and how they
combine to deliver benefits
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Single and integrated systems
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ACAMS offer solutions within these areas:
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Video Surveillance / Entrance Control /
ACAMS Airport tower solutions are ranging from turn-key supply of ATC Tower Systems
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Doppler LIDAR is the most effective technology to mitigate the risks associated with clearair wind hazards such as wake vortices and wind shears, which are a major source of air
traffic disruption and airport capacity limitation. The WINDCUBE aviation LIDAR series
allows air traffic controllers and weather forecasters to stay ahead of weather
uncertainty to optimize operational decisions. With over 450 WINDCUBE systems deployed
worldwide, LEOSPHERE has driven the LIDAR industry to unmatched reliability and service standards.
• Next generation industrial LIDAR systems for wind hazard mitigation
• Cost effective and low maintenance technology
• Chosen for global ATC modernization projects
• ATC turnkey solutions supplied in partnership with Thales and SELEX
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